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and Control
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Wetlands are important! The reasons they are important are multifaceted and change over time and space. At the start of
the 21st Century, alongside a growing acknowledgement that nature has intrinsic value, there is increasing recognition of
the positive values of wetlands specifically, for human health, wellbeing and prosperity.
Yet, wetlands are contested spaces, with people assigning importance in different ways. There are voices that see
wetlands as unproductive, potentially dangerous landscapes. Throughout history, many wetland narratives have been
associated with disease and ill health, in particular the worldwide battle against mosquitoes and mosquito-borne
disease has had an important wetland component. Recognition of the importance of wetlands both by communities
and also in policy and decision making is essential to ensure their continued protection and wise use. Understanding
the importance of wetlands is about recognising, articulating and communicating positive wetlands values, as well as
potential perceived or actual disvalues where they occur. Doing so can provide an evidence-base to support wetland
provision, enabling the vital contribution that wetlands can make to achieving the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.
WetlandLIFE was a UKRI funded project that sought to understand more about wetland values and disvalues, with
respect to mosquitoes, in English lowlands. Running from 2016 to 2020, its aim was to reveal the multiple values of
wetlands using an interdisciplinary approach with contributions from science, economics, social science, humanities
and the arts. Wetland values were assessed, measured, deliberated and communicated across multiple dimensions
including;
• Natural Science – measurements were made of mosquito abundance, species composition and seasonality across
different wetland habitats
• Economics – values were assessed in monetary and non-monetary contexts
• Social Science – cultural values (deliberative and shared values) were explored in relation to sense of place
• Humanities – historical values (importance) of science to understanding mosquitoes and our antecedent
relationships towards them were explored
• Arts – The contemporary importance of wetlands were explored using arts-based research including photography,
creative writing and performative happenings
To facilitate this multifaceted exploration of wetland values, a programme of interdisciplinary work was devised.
This bought together disciplinary specialists who, working together, created the idea of Nested Ecosystem Services,
developed an interdisciplinary process for the project and described their collaborations with reference to a new idea
of Epistemological Equality.
This final report brings together an overview of the work carried out during the project, presents the key findings and
describes the ten major project outputs. This report also helps navigate and understand the process of interdisciplinarity
used during the project. Throughout the document, key interdisciplinary moments are presented in terms of five key
questions: why, when, who, how and so what. These moments allow the reader to drill down into how interdisciplinarity
operated during the project and demonstrates how understanding the multiple values of nature is only possible when
multiple perspectives come together to reveal the importance of nature through many different lenses.
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1. BACKGROUND
Wetlands are some of the most economically important and ecological and culturally significant environments on
Earth. Globally, it is essential to recognise the values of wetlands and the role they can play in achieving sustainable
development. Assessing the importance of wetlands involves identifying and acting on their multiple values, including
both monetary and non-monetary aspects.
The multiple values of nature is a concept that

Today in England, the positive values of wetlands are

acknowledges nature’s intrinsic value alongside its

increasingly recognised by a range of stakeholders. For

instrumental and relational value to humans, and is

instance, the ‘Wetland Vision for England’ (Hume, 2008),

championed by the Intergovernmental Science-Policy

which is sponsored by the UK Government, aims to revert

Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services

large parts of England to wetlands by 2050 so as to

(IPBES, 2016). This concept has been used with respect

enhance the ecological, heritage, cultural and economic

to wetlands by the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of

benefits to society that wetlands can deliver. The RSPB

International Importance, who produced a policy brief

celebrates the restoration of a lost wetland landscape

titled ‘Integrating multiple wetland values into decision

inheritance in projects such as those that span the

making’ (Kumar et al., 2017).

Greater Thames, including the Wallasea Island Wild Coast
Project, the largest scheme in Europe for coastal habitat

From 2016 to 2020, the WetlandLIFE project brought

creation. Projects are happening across the country

together an interdisciplinary team from science, social

that are creating new wetlands that deliver leisure and

science, economics, arts and humanities, with the aim

recreation opportunities for people, habitats for wildlife

of exploring and understanding multiple wetland values

and a host of other ecosystem services, in many cases

– and potential disvalues – across diverse wetlands in

simultaneously. The 21st Century is seeing a revival in the

lowland England.

fortunes of wetlands after many decades of decline.
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However, this positive vision of wetland is countered by a

the development of regional and national strategies for

historic view that sees wetlands in the UK characterised

the provision of new wetlands to mitigate coastal and

by negative valuations. These are particularly associated

inland flooding (Committee on Climate Change, 2020).

with ideas of wetlands as ‘waste-land’, ridden with

This involves creating new wetlands, extending existing

environmental and biological dangers, nuisances and

ones and restoring others.

disease; the conversion of wetlands to cultivated lands

Although the tide is now turning for wetland creation,

was positively valued as eliminating these perceived

there are still reasons for notes of caution. Wetlands

disvalues in favour of ‘productive’ agricultural land

provide the aquatic habitats for larvae of many, though

producing food (Purseglove, 2015; Darby, 2011; Wilcox,

not all, British mosquito species, as well as other

1933). The historical perspective is summed up in the

nuisance biting flies; thus, an important drawback for

opening lines of Edward Maltby’s (1986) text:

wetland expansion is that it may inadvertently increase

“Wetlands are wastelands; that, at least, is the

numbers of such insects and consequently the potential

traditional view. Words like marsh, swamp, bog

for nuisance and possible future mosquito-borne

and fen imply little more than dampness, disease,

disease transmission (Medlock & Vaux, 2015a, p.2).

difficulty and danger. Such apparent waste can only

Although England has been free from the transmission

be put to good use if the wetlands are ‘reclaimed’

of pathogens associated with mosquitoes for almost 100

for agriculture or building. Nothing could be further

years, recent outbreaks of new and resurgent mosquito-

from the truth…” (pg. 9).

borne diseases across Europe and the predicted effects
of future climate change are fuelling public health
concern about this issue in the UK (Medlock and Leach,
2015; Bayliss, 2017; Medlock et al., 2018).
A case in point is the recent discovery that populations
of a potential West Nile virus vector mosquito, Culex
modestus, is now well-established in the grazing
marshes of the Thames estuary, a major route for
migratory birds that could bring the virus to the UK from
Europe (Golding et al., 2012). This highlights the need for
nationwide surveillance and baseline data on mosquito
fauna. Actual risk is currently small, as the virus has

Draining of wetlands was viewed as a positive

not yet been introduced to the UK. Similarly, the highly

contribution to societal wellbeing. Engineering solutions

invasive Asian Tiger mosquito, Aedes albopictus (which

enabled the draining and cultivation of seasonal and

is not associated with wetlands, instead breeding in

permanent wetlands, producing a patchwork landscape

urban environments) has been detected a number of

of farmhouses, barns and grazing fields that were visible

times in the southeast. This species is able to transmit a

evidence of the ‘improvements’ humans brought to

range of viruses, such as dengue and Zika and although

nature. Although wetlands once covered perhaps a

successfully controlled after each detection there is a

quarter of the British Isles (Rackham, 1986), they had

possibility it could become established in the UK.

largely evaporated from collective memory. Today, there

Public Health England (PHE) has run the national Mosquito

is a physical legacy of wetlands that reflects this narrative

Recording Scheme since 2005 (Vaux and Medlock, 2015a)

of ‘drain and improve’. However, it is now recognised

and has some data on the ecological characteristics

that some of this ecosystem engineering degraded our

of mosquitoes in different wetland habitats (Vaux and

natural capital and has resulted in significant loss of

Medlock, 2015; Medlock and Vaux, 2015a; Medlock and Vaux,

(wet)land resources that might otherwise provide for

2015b; Medlock and Vaux, 2013; Medlock and Vaux, 2014).

flood mitigation in extreme weather events in the short

However, this ecological information needs to be expanded

term and in adapting to climate change over the longer

and combined with an understanding of the cultural value

term. A key response to climate change in the UK has been

of wetlands more broadly to allow targeted information
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for diverse stakeholders. Mosquito management plans will

community may have that ‘rewilding’ landscapes for

be important in the event of a disease outbreak (Medlock

wetland expansion may give rise to the loss of fertile land,

and Vaux, 2015a), especially in light of evidence that the

precipitating a return to disease-ridden waste-lands.

distributions of some disease-vector mosquito species

Recent examples of reporting on issues associated with

are spreading across Europe at increasing rates (Vaux and

mosquitoes from the national and regional press include:

Medlock 2015; Schaffner et al., 2013). It is important to avoid

Mirror – 28th March 2019 “Killer mosquitoes are on their

crises such as those affecting livestock farmers faced with

way to the UK within a decade”; The Sun – 27th June 2019

the sudden appearance of diseases in recent years that

“BUG INVASION: ‘Plague of hungry mosquitoes’ will invade

were unexpected, such as Bluetongue and Schmallenberg

Britain next WEEK as Saharan ‘heat bubble’ hits”; Liverpool

viruses, both of which are insect-transmitted (Carpenter

Echo – 29th August 2019 “Mosquito misery as wet and hot

et al., 2013). Given the impetus to increase the area of

weather creates ‘perfect storm’ for bites”; Daily Star – 11th

wetlands in England for climate, ecological and socio-

September 2019 “Weather forecast UK: Brits warned of

cultural reasons, a key challenge to those involved in

mosquito invasion during 25C sizzler”; and Daily Express –

wetland creation will be to ensure that new wetlands do not

14th November 2019 “Horror as plague of killer mosquitoes

exacerbate risks to public health and wellbeing either now

are headed to Britain as fears ramp up over insects”. While

or in the future (Medlock and Vaux, 2015a). In this context,

there is currently no quantitative evidence on the impact

it will be essential for wetland stakeholders and end

of such reporting on attitudes to wetlands it is likely they

users to understand the multiple wellbeing benefits and

do not contribute to a positive wetland image. There is a

disbenefits associated with wetlands, so their full benefits

danger that social amplification (Kasperson et al., 1988)

to health and wellbeing can be realised, while, critically,

might result in a small number of alarmist arguments

incorporating an understanding of how the mosquito/

influencing a broader cross-section of people.

people nexus may influence these values. A key issue is to

Wetlands in the UK can thus be seen as contested spaces,

ensure that both perceived and actual mosquito-related

a nexus landscape of multiple values, including perceived

problems are managed so that the potential benefits

and actual disvalue. These debates formed the launch

of wetland creation and restoration in the UK are not

point for the WetlandLIFE project. In collaboration with

inappropriately compromised or constrained.

PHE (now the UK Health Security Agency) and Forest
Research, the project took a unique interdisciplinary
approach that aligned an ecological study of mosquitoes
across England with a new framework of value wetlands
for health and wellbeing that draws on social science,
the arts and humanities and economics. The aim was to
understand how to research potential disvalues within
a broader socio-ecological framework that promotes
wetlands as positive places for health and wellbeing.
Ultimately, findings have been integrated into holistic,
practical guidance and tools for wetland practitioners
and policymakers that reflect the multiple values

However, the public reporting around pathogen risk

identified during the project.

associated with mosquitoes and seasonal peaks in
nuisance-biting related to wet or hot weather may not
always convey the subtleties in differences between
mosquito species (Britain has over thirty-five) nor clearly
explain the level of current or potential future risk. As
mosquitoes are so closely associated with wetlands
this has the potential to perpetuate the centuries old
negative view of wetlands as disease infested swamps,
whilst feeding into the fears that some sectors of the
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2. RESEARCH AGENDA
WetlandLIFE’s overall aim was to understand the multiple values of wetlands in England, while explicitly addressing
the possibility of negative values – perceived or actual – that may arise from wetlands that support breeding of
British mosquitoes. Findings were used to both support the research agenda for identifying multiple values (in
wetlands specifically, and in other contested landscapes more broadly) and to create practical guidance for assessing
extant and planned wetlands and their mosquito fauna with sensitivity to the multiple values that might emerge
during the research.
It was apparent that single disciplinary approaches would
not be sufficient to adequately tackle these objectives.
A holistic case study approach was developed, wherein
different disciplinary approaches could be employed
in standalone fashion, but where space could also be
created for contributors from across the project team
to develop interdisciplinary approaches that would drill
into the research agenda from new directions. These
interdisciplinary approaches were not prescribed at the
start of the project, they were allowed to emerge from
the activities of the team working together. This helped
facilitate new ways of working that could explore, identify

The research was organised into seven research themes:

and create wetland values. In this sense, the project

• Building a conceptual framework for the multiple

team were not simply neutral observers, documenting

values of wetlands

discoveries, but also approached the research with the

• Economic valuation framework for wetland

objective of both understanding and influencing values

ecosystem services

in the light of new knowledge generated. Ultimately,

• Sense of place and wellbeing in and around wetlands

when drawn together, findings from the project
contribute to the evidence-base informing future land-

• Contemporary social representation of wetlands

use planning, public consultation and decision-making

• The ecology and management of mosquitoes in

around wetland expansion.

wetlands
• Historical perspectives in mosquito research and
control in Britain
• Arts-based research on wetlands and mosquitoes
While each of these research themes were associated
with particular work packages and had appropriate
disciplinary leads, the objective of interdisciplinary
working permeated through the entire project, from
writing the initial bid through to organising how the
research was carried out. How interdisciplinarity worked
in practice became visible as the project progressed. The
following section is a reflection on the interdisciplinary
processes that operated within the project; specific
examples of these are mapped out through subsequent
chapters, illustrating how interdisciplinarity manifested
itself throughout the research.
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2.1		 Interdisciplinary Process: Why, When, Who, How and So What?
UK funders now frequently frame both academic and impact-oriented research as interdisciplinary, recognising that
no one discipline can ever fully address the complexity of global challenges and understanding the world. While
the importance of interdisciplinarity is acknowledged, unlocking its potential is still problematic. In WetlandLIFE,
interdisciplinarity was an important element of the work, where it operated alongside multidisciplinary (single
disciplines working alongside each other with little or no sharing) and transdisciplinary (moving beyond disciplines and
including multiple stakeholders) approaches. Building from the WetlandLIFE experience in executing the above research
agenda, interdisciplinarity can be understood as a process that includes personal interactions, sharing of ideas, creative
interaction, scoping work plans, dissemination and sharing of results. It is more than just a coming together of methods;
while it includes approaches where different disciplinary methods are fused or blended, it can also encompass entirely
new, often creative approaches that arise from the meeting of two or more different and incommensurable disciplines.
Interdisciplinarity can be framed through five key interrogations:

?

1. WHY: is the interdisciplinary engagement taking place? For instance, some interdisciplinary
collaborations are focused on instrumental outcomes or solving a particular real-world problem.
Other outcomes might be more conceptual with no pressure to solve an explicit problem, instead
having a greater focus on developing new insights or sharing knowledge to co-create new perspectives
and values. Interdisciplinary activity might occur on a personal level as people are exposed to other
disciplines or might result in joint work packages central to a project.
2. WHEN: Interdisciplinarity can occur at different times in a project. For example, during project
planning, project scoping, case study selection, data collection, and sharing results. Across a project
timeline, diverse moments of interdisciplinarity can occur that might have greater or lesser impacts
on the overall project outputs but all are important in helping to shape how project team works
together, ultimately shaping the nature of the project through moments of interaction and insight.
Importantly, interactions that foster interdisciplinarity may happen outside of formal collaborations
and these instances may be highly productive ways of bringing together very different disciplinary
perspectives when they serendipitously find a natural resonance (driven by primarily by the Who and
How components of interaction).
3. WHO: Interdisciplinarity is about individuals interacting in different ways, including during a
project, as was the case in WetlandLIFE. Although team members have a dominant area of expertise,
each individual is also multidimensional, with experience of other approaches to knowledge beyond
their specialist subject. These passions, skills and experiences, parallel to professional competency,
can inform the research agenda and respond to others to form powerful foundations for developing
ways of understanding and working holistically across the team. So, while an individual has an area of
disciplinary expertise, they may also be an ‘agent of interdisciplinarity’ through associated interests
and other personal and professional experiences.
4. HOW: The fourth element of interdisciplinary working is thinking about how the interactions
occur and the level of change that results. Sometimes interactions are planned out (for example,
deliberations to choose a case study location in which the whole team will work) but they can also be
less formal and may result from incidental interactions and spontaneous opportunities. Interactions
may be brief, as might occur in a causal conversation where concepts, ideas or alternative ways
of thinking are exchanged and left with participants to ferment independent of further influence.
Alternatively, they may be very in-depth, ongoing attempts to cocreate purposefully novel
interdisciplinary approaches or knowledge. Finally, the interaction might result in major outputs,
such as an meta-synthesis of work, involving all members of a project team, joined in new and
unexpected ways of understanding, sharing and creating values.
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5. SO WHAT? The final component encourages reflection on the value added by interdisciplinary
interactions and any challenges that may emerge. This step can identify micro-level effects (e.g.
changes in individual perspectives or implementation of small-scale interdisciplinary forays) and
then track if and how these translate into larger-scale interdisciplinary activities and impacts, as
well as the impact of more deliberate and intentional interdisciplinary work. It is also important to
understand the processes at work in interdisciplinarity (Why, When, Who and How) and where they are
most and least fruitful, with lessons learned informing future approaches, while also demonstrating
to funders and other invested stakeholders that interdisciplinarity is worth supporting.
In addition to planned interdisciplinary working, the

disciplines)

WetlandLIFE experience highlights it is important to

opportunities for deeper interdisciplinary insights into

create the spaces for spontaneous interdisciplinary

the complexity of the world under investigation.

engagements

within

a

project

that

can

enrich

enriches

all

disciplines

and

opens

Throughout the remainder of this report the Why,

understanding and advance progress through complex

When, Who, How and So What? of the interdisciplinary

research via dialogue. We encouraged epistemological

process is picked out in ‘interdisciplinary moments’.

equality (EE) to give the team space for creative and

These provide a narrative of how interdisciplinarity

critical engagements that allow interactions without

worked in the WetlandLIFE project and can be used

prejudicing some approaches over others. Being open

by future programmes to reflect and build their own

to and supportive of what different approaches to

interdisciplinary

knowledge can achieve (and the creativity that can

process.

The

following

section

describes the conceptual framework developed during

emerge from the interactions of incommensurable

the project.
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3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: NESTED ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
Ecosystem services (ES) are an important concept for policy and decision makers managing natural resources. They form
the conceptual basis of academic and policy valuations of the benefits that emerge from nature. From the early days of
the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA), conceptual developments have sought to bring together natural sciences,
economics, social sciences and more recently the arts and humanities, to help understand the value(s) of nature for
people. While advances in understanding have been achieved, many approaches have been criticised for maintaining
a sequential and linear relationship between ecosystem services and their value to humans. New socio-ecological,
relational perspectives are being increasingly discussed and have been developed in the policy sphere by IPBES (Diaz
et al. 2019).
In summary, the key elements of NES (Figure 1) are:

Building on these emerging approaches, the work on
WetlandLIFE resulted in the project team formulating

• Ecosystem services are nested within a biophysical

a new framework called ‘Nested Ecosystem Services’

domain

(NES) (Figure 1; Acott et al., in preparation) in which

(e.g.

processes

of

carbon

fixation,

photosynthesis, nutrient recycling).

the relationship between cultural ecosystem services

• Environmental spaces are particular geographical

and provisioning, supporting and regulating services

contexts of human / nature interaction (e.g. a wetland)

is re-imagined from a relational perspective that

and are localities where biophysical processes and

incorporates a three-dimensional approach to social

people are relationally associated.

wellbeing (McGregor, 2006, Joseph and McGregor, 2020).
This perspective explicitly considers the relationship

• Although

between cultural services and all other services and

supporting

and

regulating

services

have a functional integrity beyond culture, in the

advocates the importance of taking into account multiple

Anthropocene there are few ecological processes

worldviews and epistemologies to construct narratives

unaffected by people and many supporting and

of valuing nature that feed into broader and more

regulating services are intimately related to cultural

comprehensive policy and decision-making discourses.

practice.

The idea of NES challenges the linear logic of the

• Three dimensions of interaction take place that

conventional cascade model of ecosystem services, but

shape an understanding of ecosystem services:

also makes explicit the intimate relational connections

1. Worldviews (approaches to understanding and

between nature and society with an emphasis on how

knowledge); 2. Socio-cultural practices (what people

culture is integral to a wide range of services.

do); 3. Social wellbeing (benefits and dis-benefits for
people).
• A more complete understanding of the values of nature
are revealed by making use of multiple worldviews
and approaches to understanding and knowledge.
Epistemological equality should be applied when
considering the contributions of different disciplines.
• Processes operating through time (past to future) and
across geographic scales (local to global) underpin
understanding of all services and wellbeing benefits.
• The ideas of ecosystem processes and functions need
to be understood relationally and are themselves
part of broader value narratives.
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Local to Global
(Biophysical domain, ecosystem
processes and functions)

Past to Future

Supporting / Regulating services

Provisioning, supporting and regulating services
Cultural services / dis-services
Society: Worldviews / Socio-cultural practices / Social Wellbeing
[Environmental Spaces]

[Beyond nature]

Narratives that value nature in relation to ES and social wellbeing. Nature's value framed around (e.g.) total
economic value via economics, in biophysical and geochemical terms via natural science, in cultural terms via
social science, arts and humanities, reflections on nature's intrinsic value via philosophy.

Interventions: A range of interventions are produced aimed at different stakeholders
e.g. financial, regulatory and educational interventions.

Figure 1. Nested ecosystem services (NES) and narratives of valuing nature.

The idea of ES emerges from perspectives provided

and the emotional and embodied nature of being in the

by multiple disciplines used to describe nature. These

world. Omitting or prioritising one perspective over another

perspectives will provide a range of evidence including

can result in reductive, mechanistic policy deliberations,

monetary, non-monetary, science, arts and religious

which while perhaps simpler and more straightforward, only

perspectives. They all provide different ways of seeing

provide a partial account of nature’s value.

nature’s value that communicate something of its meaning,
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The NES framework has been explicitly created as a

places in ways that transfer their contemporary and

narrative of knowing nature’s value. Multiple approaches

historical significance into the future.

to knowledge come together to make the values of nature

NES was developed at the start of the WetlandLIFE project,

visible in diverse ways. It describes a narrative of nature

as a result of discussion amongst the whole of the project

and people relationally connected that can then be used

team. Consequently, the concept emerged giving equal

as social interventions, for instance in policy making.

weight to the natural science, social science, economics

Realising nature’s values is to act on an understanding of

and the arts and humanities. The importance of developing

how humans and nature are intimately connected, therefore

a framework that placed these different approaches to

NES is a heuristic device that encourages reflection on these

knowledge alongside each other gave rise to the idea of

connections. Valuing nature is never a completely rational

Epistemological Equality, or 'EE' (section 7). Furthermore,

exercise, and the processes of exploring nature’s values

the importance of revising the relationship between cultural

across diverse epistemologies and approaches generates

ecosystem services and all other services and drawing in the

new narratives which create as well as elicit values. The idea

three-dimensional approach to social wellbeing were also

of NES helps to make visible values that are embedded in

innovating factors.

a holistic understanding of the interdependence of humans

The next section describes the case study sites and why

and nature. Building on O’Neil et al. (2008) the narratives

they were selected.

generated by ES help to continue the story of particular

Developing a coneptual framework

?

Why: To develop a holistic conceptual framework encapsulating all the research in the project and
generalisable to other ecosystem service assessments.
When: The need for a framework that would bring together the evidence generated by all approaches
was acknowledged in the bidding stage and written into the proposal, then developed throughout
the project. This started with an initial formulation that was iteratively revisited during the course
of the project.
Who: All the project team members were involved, as well as external project ‘buddies’ who
supported project direction-setting and provided a sounding board to ensure applicability of the
framework beyond the project scope. All brought their thoughts, views, and values to bear on how
the framework was formulated and presented.
How: The interactions were primarily focused on project meetings, however, given the challenging
nature of interdisciplinarity conversations were carried into more informal settings such as coffee
breaks, dinners etc. Eventually, a small team coalesced within the broader group to explicitly
brainstorm and develop the key concepts including an ‘interdisciplinary process’ and ‘epistemological
equality’. ‘Breakout teams’, combining representatives from different combinations of disciplines
undertook field visits to better understand how NES may be applied in site-specific contexts.
So what? The resulting NES framework explicitly brought to the fore cultural ecosystem services,
including those linked to heritage and the arts, and re-prioritised how these are configured with
respect to other ES. This may not have been possible, and would certainly have been more difficult
to develop, in either single or multi-disciplinary approaches.
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4. CASE STUDY SITES
4.1 Site selection process
To achieve its objectives, the project required three in-depth case study sites where all elements of the research could
be conducted, plus a further nine study sites where additional ecological and economics work could be situated. It was
important to work in areas where there may be nuisance impact from mosquitoes. Based on the latest data available on
mosquito nuisance reporting from across the UK, England was chosen as a geographical focus of the project: whereas 42
mosquito nuisances were reported to Environmental Protection Officers in England in the ten years prior to 2009, during
the same period Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland recorded a total of only three between them (Medlock et al.,
2012). Additionally, as a collaborator, PHE were uniquely positioned to share pre-existing data on mosquito populations
and associated reports of nuisance issues from across England.
Over 50 discrete wetland sites were included in the

initial shortlisting round to sift unsuitable sites, primarily

initial pool of potential case study areas. This included

led by practical aspects and ecological requirements,

suggestions from all collaborating researchers, notably

resulting in a shortlist of 16 sites. For the ecological

PHE, and the project steering committee, particularly

aspect of the project, it was necessary to include a

the Environment Agency, both of whom had links with

range of sites that covered different management

wetland landowners or managers who had expressed

practices and physical characteristics to help ensure the

an interest in participating. The three wetland types

generalisability and transferability of the final mosquito

identified in the Wetland Vision as drivers for wetland

research. This was followed by a final round where

expansion – farmland reversion, coastal realignment

each collaborator ranked the shortlisted sites with a

and urban wetlands – formed the basis of the site

justification. Ultimately, the decision for final in-depth

selection process, with each to be represented by a

case study sites required all collaborators to be flexible

final in-depth case study site (Figure 2). It was relatively

so that sites suitable for all disciplinary approaches and

more challenging to identify urban wetlands, as these

project objectives were ultimately selected.

tend to be privately owned and managed by developers.

Once agreed, the owners and/or managers of the target

For each potential site, a comprehensive range of
background

information

was

gathered,

sites were approached by the project team to discuss

providing

whether they would be willing to participate and were

relevant information for each of the disciplinary

provided with a summary of the project rationale, aims,

approaches, as well as general context and practical

intended outputs, and outline of work proposed. With

considerations such as site ownership and access.

respect to the three in-depth case study sites, one

A range of requirements drove the shortlisting and final

was very enthusiastic about participating. Another was

selection of case study areas. The process involved an

initially apprehensive about how the project’s focus on

a) A coastal wetland

b) An urban wetland

c) A farmland reversion wetland

Figure 2. Examples of three key wetland types driving wetland creation, expansion and restoration in the UK.
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mosquitoes might draw attention to these insects as a
potential problem but were reassured after discussions
with the project team and agreed to participate. Another
site, despite detailed discussions, decided not to
participate on the grounds that they did not want to draw
attention to mosquitoes in their wetlands. In response
to this, a reserve site was approached and agreed to
participate, expressing enthusiasm at involvement.
The three final case study sites encompassed key
wetland types previously identified (Figure 3). Reflecting
areas of reversion of farmland to wetlands was the
Somerset Levels. Alkborough Flats in North Lincolnshire
was chosen as a coastal wetland, having been the site

the location of urban wetland research. Nine additional

of one of the largest managed realignment schemes in

sites were selected to support mosquito ecology

Europe. Finally, a cluster of urban country parks and

research, as well as acting as sources of additional data

nature reserves based around their wetland habitats and

and context for economics modelling and locations for

located in/close to Bedford town centre were chosen as

photo essay work (Figure 3).

Site selection
?

Why: The project was implemented across three case study sites and interdisciplinary collaboration
was needed to ensure the suitability of sites for all researchers and to ensure the necessary
permission to work on sites were obtained.
When: This collaboration happened within the first six months of the project in the planning and
preparation phase.
Who: All the project team contributed their requirements for empirical research to ensure the sites
were suitable. The views of stakeholders, such as wetland managers, and the project’s external
Steering Group were also included.
How: Interactions happened primarily in project meetings and online via phone / Skype meetings;
spreadsheets were created, shared and modified across the whole team to encompass all
requirements and priorities in an inclusive and transparent way.
So what? This process not only led to a detailed understanding across the team of each element of
empirical research, including the idiosyncrasies unique to specific disciplines, it also helped foster
respect and appreciation for each. The team had collective ownership of the choice of study sites
and the process generated a firm global understanding of the diverse approaches that would be
employed, fostering epistemological equality. Opportunities for further, deeper interdisciplinary
connections and activities were identified. Moreover, the process allowed the team to feed into the
development of each other’s research process, by questioning disciplinary dogma and assumptions.
On a practical level, every aspect of subsequent site-specific research was influenced by the
collective interdisciplinary decision to work in specific locations.
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In-depth Case Study Sites
Supporting Case Study Sites
Historical Research Focus

Alkborough
Flats

Hurcott Pool
and Woods
Chippenham
Fen NNR
Milton Keynes SuDS

Streat Marshes
Lower Otter
Estuary

Somerset
Levels

Bedford Urban
Wetland Parks

Greywell
Moors NR

Northward
Hill NR

Radipole
Lake
Arne NR
and Wareham
Meadows

Hayling Island
80 km
40 mi
©d-maps.com

Figure 3. Map showing location of three in-depth and nine supporting case study sites for empirical data collection in the WetlandLIFE project.
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4.2 In-depth case study sites
4.2.1 The Somerset Levels
Shapwick Heath and Westhay Moor, Avalon Marshes

View across the Levels towards Glastonbury Tor.

The Somerset Levels case study site consists of two

particularly in birds, butterflies and other invertebrates.

separate, but neighbouring, wetlands sites: Shapwick

Of particular note are the starling murmurations at

Heath and Westhay Moor. These form part of an assembly

Shapwick Heath, which attract large numbers of visitors

of wetlands known collectively as the Avalon Marshes,

every year, and bird species such as the marsh harrier,

which also include Ham Wall, Shapwick Moor, Catcott

great white egret and bittern, considered the ‘big three’ by

Complex, Huntspill River, Westhay Heath, Yarley Fields

British bird-watchers. Birdwatching is therefore popular

and Street Heath. Shapwick Heath is managed by Natural

at the sites, with both having several hides. Mammal

England, Westhay Moor by Somerset Wildlife Trust (Avalon

species include water voles, lesser horseshoe bats and

Marshes Landscape Partnership, 2020). Both are National

otters. Westhay Moor harbours plant species associated

Nature Reserves (NNRs), Sites of Special Scientific Interest

with lowland acid mires, such as sundews, cotton grasses,

(SSSIs), and Special Protection Areas (SPAs) under the

sphagnum mosses, marsh pennywort and bog myrtle.

European Union (EU) Birds Directive and fall within the

Local issues with mosquitoes were reported in the press

Somerset Level and Moors designated Ramsar site. The

following the flooding of 2007. Mosquito data has not

sites also form part of the Brue Valley Living Landscape

been published for the area, but adult mosquitoes have

Project, a collaborative 50-year vision which considers

been sampled here in the past.

the nature, economics and society of the region, within

The sites have historical value, most notably the Sweet

the context of climate change. The Somerset Levels and

Track at Shapwick Heath, a raised wooden trackway

Moors are a National Character Area (profile 142).

used by the local populations to cross the reedbeds.

The sites are examples of farmland reversion wetlands,

Dendrochronology has dated construction to 3806/7 BCE

as former peat harvesting sites. The main habitats are

in the Neolithic period. Evidence of valuable Neolithic

peatlands, reedbeds, open water, and in the case of

and Bronze Age artefacts that appear to have been left

Westhay Moor, lowland acid mire (raised bog). The sites

deliberately near the tracks suggest an important role of

also include areas of wet woodland, fen, damp meadows,

the surrounding wetlands in religious or spiritual beliefs.

fern woods and ditches. Both sites are rich in wildlife,

As well as the Sweet Track, the wetlands offer historical
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interest through their peat deposits, as well as Roman

with poor public transport access. Visitors to the sites are

settlements and ‘salterns’ around saltwater channels,

serviced by the Avalon Marshes Centre, which is located

which are evidence of salt making.

on the north side of Shapwick Heath and is owned and
managed by Natural England. The centre is also a hub for

There are many villages and hamlets nearby –

Somerset Wildlife Trust, Royal Society for the Protection

approximately eight within 5 km and twenty-eight within

of Birds (RSPB) and the Hawk and Owl Trust, who have

10 km. The nearest towns, Street and Glastonbury, are

a management role in some of the wetland sites. There

less than 10 km away and larger towns, Bridgwater and

is a craft shop, cafe, classroom, meeting room, replica

Weston-Super-Mare, are under 20 km away. Both wetland

historic buildings, toilets and a carpark. At the south side

sites have accessibility in the form of car parks (although

of Westhay Moor, there is also Sweets Peat and Science

these do not give immediate access to the whole of

Museum and Sweets Tea Room.

Shapwick Heath), cycle paths, foot paths and trails, but
4.2.2 Alkborough Flats

The Alkborough Flats Managed Realignment Scheme and the Humber Estuary

View of the main track across Alkborough Flats.

The Alkborough Flats is a coastal managed realignment

heritage coast (Natural England, 2015). Alkborough Flats

(MRA) scheme in North Lincolnshire on the southern side

and the Humber Estuary are adjacent to the Humberhead

of the Humber Estuary, at the confluence of the River Ouse

Levels (National Character Area 39). The nearest towns on

and River Trent. Draining one-fifth of England, the Humber

the south of the Humber are Scunthorpe (approximately

Estuary is a National Character Area (41), where the Humber

15 km) and Barton-Upon-Humber (approximately 20 km).

flows into the North Sea and adjacent low-lying land. The

The city of (Kingston-Upon) Hull is located approximately

Humber Estuary is a Ramsar site, designated SPA under

40 km north. According to data for 2019 from the UK Office

the EU Birds Directive, Special Area of Conservation (SAC)

of National Statistics (OFS, 2019), North Lincolnshire where

for its geomorphological processes and includes defined

Alkborough is located, has a population of 104,000 people.
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The data show that it is the most economically depressed

protected by the Alkborough Flats, there are 3969 domestic

area of the three case study sites. There is a lower level

and 164 non-domestic delivery points within three miles

of economically active people (76%) compared with the

of the Alkborough Flats. Large areas of land classified as

other sites and the England average (79%). Unemployment

arable and horticultural (47km2 and 348km2) and improved

is relatively high at 4.5% compared with the England

grassland (9km2 and 33km2) are also at high and medium

average (3.7%) and the number of households without

risk respectively. The Summary of Climate Change Risks for

work (20%) is substantially higher than for England as

Yorkshire and Humber indicated that climate change will

a whole (11%) and the other case study sites (11-15%).

increase the risks of flooding with future climate change.

Regarding employment, skilled professions are under-

Inter-tidal habitat in the Humber Estuary is also threatened

represented in North Lincolnshire (38%) compared to the

by coastal squeeze due to sea level rise. The MRA scheme

national average (48%) and Bedford (52%) and Central

involved breaching around 20m of the existing flood bank

Bedfordshire (57%). However, unskilled work as plant and

to allow flood water and storm surges to flow in and out of

machinery operatives or other elementary occupations is

the area behind the sea wall thereby reducing the volume

over-represented (23%) compared to the England average

of flood water further inland. The addition a of new flood

(16%) and Central Bedfordshire (13%). High level NVQ4 and

bank at the site’s edge protects assets such as sewage

above qualifications obtained (28%) are relatively low

treatment works.

compared to the national average (40%). Median salaries

Initial concerns were raised by neighbouring communities

for Scunthorpe, Kingston up Hull, and the Brigg and Goole

that inundation may cause the area to become a malaria

area are between 81 - 86% of the England median of £25,118.

zone; saline conditions and climatic factors were deemed

Prior to the scheme, the area was low-lying agricultural

to mitigate against this (Everard, 2009, pg. 59). Costing £10.2

land, protected by a flood embankment which due to a

million when completed in 2006, at the time Alkborough

combination of factors was likely to fail by 2016. The primary

Flats was the largest MRA scheme in Europe (Restore

purpose of creating Alkborough Flats was to reduce the

Rivers, 2018). It is managed by the Environment Agency,

flood risk in the Humber Estuary, including in the Rivers

and developed as a partnership between Natural England,

Trent and Ouse, which, with the growing impact of climate

Associated British Ports and North Lincolnshire Council.

change, threatens thousands of homes and businesses in

The site was studied in 2011 by entomologists at the PHE

the area. Current estimates developed from spatial data

(formerly the Health Protection Agency) who reported the

suggest that approximately 1,767km2 are at risk of flooding

presence of at least two coastal mosquito species (Aedes

along the Humber Estuary. For this reason, the Alkborough

cinereus and Aedes detritus) which are commonly found

Flats are part of a system of wetlands that protect the

near estuaries and brackish water (Medlock and Vaux, 2012).

interior land. The area upstream to the west and south of

Covering 440 ha, Alkborough Flats is now an established

Alkborough Flats that is considered to be at risk covers an

nature reserve. Since completion, reedbed, saltmarsh and

area of 781 km2. Of this, 87km2 is at high risk (more than a 1

mud flat habitats have become established. It is a known

in 30 chance of flooding each year), 439km2 at medium risk

breeding location for a variety of wildfowl and wading birds,

(between a 1 in 30 and a 1 in 100 chance of flooding each

including supporting breeding populations of bittern, which

year), 233km at low risk (between a 1 in 100 and 1 in 1000
2

is both an Amber List and Schedule 1 species. Accessible by

chance of flooding each year), and 22km2 at very low risk (less

foot, there are also two small car parks, although little in

than a 1 in 1000 risk of flooding each year). Postcode analysis

the way of access via public transport. There is a footpath

shows a total of 60,263 domestic delivery points and 2784

and walking route around the site, and bird hides and

non domestic delivery points within the total area at risk of

information boards for visitors. However, Alkborough Flats

flooding. Of these, 463 domestic and 14 non-domestic are

does not have a dedicated visitors’ centre; the closest is

in the high risk area and could expect to be flooded more

the Far Ings Visitor Centre approximately 11 miles away,

frequently than on a 1 in 30 year basis; 26,917 domestic and

near Barton-upon-Humber. This wetland and centre is

916 non-domestic delivery points are in the medium risk

managed by the Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust and does not

area and could expect to be flooded between 1 in 30 and 1 in

service Alkborough Flats specifically.

100 times a year. Whilst not all these delivery points may be
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4.2.3 Bedford Urban Wetland Parks
Priory Country Park, Fenlake Meadows Local Nature Reserve and Millennium Country Park

View of Priory Lake at Priory Country Park.

Along the River Great Ouse, Bedford Priory Country Park lies

Park will form part of the Bedford Green Wheel (Bedford

directly to the north and Fenlake Meadows Local Nature

Borough Council, 2020c), a planned network of traffic-free

Reserve (LNR) immediately to the south. These urban

routes intended to improve links between parks and open

wetlands are managed by Bedford Borough Council and

spaces to residential areas, schools and places of work.

are located on the south eastern edge of the city, just 2.5

The park is managed for recreation, wildlife conservation,

miles from Bedford’s main railway station. Priory Country

environmental education & community participation,

Park was opened in 1986, on the site of former gravel pits

as well as cultural and heritage value. In addition to

(extraction ended 1978). The site is 100.5ha (including 40

walking and cycling, leisure activities supported at the

ha of water), and consists of lakes, meadows, woodland,

site include fishing, canoeing (including an artificial

river and streams, ponds, a wildlife garden, amenity

canoe slalom), kayaking, sailing (Priory Sailing Club),

grassland and reedbeds (Bedford Borough Council, 2020a).

kite flying, bird watching (including bird hides) and play

Fenlake Meadows sits adjacent to Priory Country Park

areas (including a timber labyrinth, which has involved

on the western side of the River Great Ouse. It is an area

community artists). Bat walks, pond-dipping and guided

of floodplain grazing marsh, of around 19 ha, and was

foraging walks all take place on site. It previously had a

declared a LNR in 1992 (Bedford Borough Council, 2020b).

visitors’ centre on the north side of Priory Lake but in 2016

Set in the river valley, it is often waterlogged and, unlike

this was converted into a café, the Cloverdale Retreat, and

Priory Country Park which supports recreation, access

office buildings servicing Bedfordshire Wildlife Trusts and

across Fenlake Meadows is limited to a single footpath.

the Bedfordshire Records and Monitoring Centre, as well

Owing to how waterlogged it is, the site is grazed by cattle,

as park staff. Priory Lake is the main lake, at around 24

rather than mechanically mown.

ha, and is primarily used for sailing and fishing. A second
lake, Finger Lake West, is the prime conservation area in

Priory Country Park is highly accessible, both in terms of

the park, with no watersports permitted and restricted

getting to the site itself, and within the site, with well-

fishing areas. A section of the Finger Lakes, called Crescent

maintained walking and cycle paths and facilities. It

Marsh, was previously the gravel washing area, and is now

receives around 350,000 visitors each year. Priory Country
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reedbed. The site supports a range of wildlife including

by 2008 only 4 remained and these were awarded listed

otters, bats, and various species of birds, butterflies and

status although they are threatened with new plans for

dragonflies. There were no records available regarding

housing construction. In Millennium Country Park, the

mosquito fauna at either Priory Country Park or Fenlake

main Stewartby Lake was created from the extraction

Meadows and no nuisance issues were reported by the

of clay by the London Brick Company which was left to

site managers.

fill from 1955. The deep pits created by clay extraction
are deeper than natural lakes and are more resistant to

These wetland sites will form part of the Bedford River

freezing, making them particularly important in severe

Valley Park (BRVP). This is a planned regeneration and

winter for birds looking for unfrozen water.

wetland expansion project funded by the Heritage Lottery
Fund, which will span 868 ha and form a natural link

4.3 Supporting case study sites

between Bedford and the wider countryside (BRVP, 2016).

Northward Hill Nature Reserve, North Kent Marshes, Kent

It will reconnect the River Great Ouse with its floodplain to
create a ‘floodplain forest’ and “one of England’s largest
complexes of woodland, marsh, pools and channels”. It is
expected to improve water quality in the river and reduce
the risk of local flooding, through actively using the
flood plain for water management. The BRVP, though still
awaiting funding, is intended to be an important habitat
for wetland species as well as for recreation. BRVP can be
seen in the context of a catchment area which links to the
Great Fen and Wicken Fen.
Millennium Country Park was opened in 2000 and
covers 2.5km2. There are extensive wetlands alongside
woodlands, grasslands, meadows and several lakes.
The site attracts about 250,000 visitors a year. Facilities
include a café, shop, toilets and bicycle rental. Although

Located on the Hoo Peninsular between the mouths

bikes and dogs are not allowed in the wetland areas

of the Rivers Thames and Medway, this site covers

there are 8 km of surfaced track around the park. The

approximately 278 ha overlooking the Thames Marshes

wetlands feature bird hides, bog garden, a sand martin

and includes a working farm with grazing sheep and

wall and a wooden walkway. The site is managed by

cows, bluebell wood and cherry orchard, as well as large

Forest of Marston Vale Trust as a social enterprise and

swathes of coastal marshes (RSPB, 2020a). It is a Nature

there is no government funding. Millennium Country

Conservation Review site, Grade 2. The site falls within the

Park is approximately 7 miles from the centre of Bedford

Thames Estuary and Marshes Ramsar area, around 52.5

and has a large car park which has recently introduced a

ha are SSSI and the site is home to the largest heronry in

payment scheme, however a new village of 5,000 homes,

Britain. Previously drained arable farmland and grazing

employment land, community facilities and services is

marsh, the RSPB purchased the site in the 1990s and

planned for the land immediately to the south west of

restored the grassland to support breeding waders. There

the park (Central Bedfordshire Council, 2020).

is a small visitors’ centre. Northward Hill was one of three

The history of the site is linked to the decline of industry in

areas in north Kent where, in 2012, the first populations of

the area, in particular brick making. There are few natural

the West Nile virus vector, Culex modestus, were recorded

lakes in Bedfordshire but the industrial extraction of

since the 1940s (Golding et al., 2012). The surrounding

sand, gravel, chalk and clay created in excess of 200 deep

North Kent marshes have been consistently studied for

pits across the county. In the 1930s there were as many as

mosquitoes since then. Separated by the Thames, the site

162 chimneys in the Marston Vale and the London Brick

is around four miles directly south of Southend-on-Sea

Company had established the largest brickworks in the

and around two miles east of Tilbury Docks; the Medway

world across Bedfordshire. Stewartby had 32 chimneys;

Towns lie approximately four miles to the south.
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Greywell Moors Nature Reserve, Hampshire

This site is a calcareous fenland dominated by saw
sedge, underlain with peat, with mud and standing water
throughout the year (Natural England, 2018). It falls within
the Chippenham Fen Ramsar site, is a SSSI and part of
the multi-site Fenland SAC. The wetland has diverse flora
and fauna, including over 500 moth species and many
rare Diptera (flies), and is one of only three sites in the UK
supporting Cambridge milk-parsley, which is protected
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act. It is managed
by Natural England, who operate a large workshop on
site and use water buffalo to graze the damp meadows.
The site is 117 ha and bisected by a single fenced public
footpath; dogs must be kept on a lead and access to
other areas is by permit only. The site lies between the
villages of Fordham and Chippenham and is about 6 miles

Managed by the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife

north of Newmarket. Mosquitoes at Chippenham Fen have

Trust, Greywell Moors is around 13 ha of wet woodland

previously been sampled during surveillance for Culex

and spring-fed fen habitats and a SSSI (Hampshire and

modestus, although none of this species were found.

Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust, 2020). Just outside the village

Quite extensive mosquito studies have been conducted at

of Greywell, the River Whitewater runs through the site.

Woodwalton and Wicken Fen, both of which have similar

The nearest town is Basingstoke. Springs arising from

habitats to Chippenham Fen. These wetlands support

the chalk aquifer below keep the site relatively wet

more than 15 mosquito species owing to the complexity

throughout the year. This prevents mechanical mowing,

of the wetland types present in these fens, playing an

so cattle are used to graze the fen meadow. In 2017,

important role in the food web.

the site completed a period of restoration to open fen

Hurcott Pool and Woods, Worcestershire

and ten new scrapes were excavated in Spring 2018
to improve habitats in the ranker areas of grassland.
The woodland on site is relatively young, with older
alder coppice. Mosquito nuisance has previously been
reported in the area, attributed to Aedes cantans.
Chippenham Fen National Nature Reserve, Cambridgeshire

Open since 2001, Hurcott Pool and Woods is a SSSI for its
wet woodland and other wetland habitats, which are not
open to the public for conservation reasons, although
there is a fitness trail and footpaths around other areas
on site. Covering approximately 50 ha, it features a large
open lake, Hurcott Pool, and dense wet willow and alder
carr. Wyre Forest District Council are responsible for
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site management; however, the Environment Agency

and support significant populations of all the native British

have undertaken substantial works to install a number

reptiles. The reserve attracts over 100,000 visitors per year,

of adjustable weirs to allow the site to be periodically

with a shop and café opening in 2016, and delivers a variety

flooded, mimicking natural flood events. This is necessary

of events to the public. Wareham Meadows is an area of

to protect the wet woodland habitats, as the ground water

grazing marsh along the Rivers Frome and Piddle adjoining

levels have been gradually lowering, causing drying of the

Poole Harbour. This SSSI is important for wintering birds and

site. The area is known locally for nuisance mosquitoes and

has a network of established ditches which have important

this is acknowledged on the site’s webpage (Wyre Forest

flora and invertebrate communities. These reserves have

District Council, 2017). Set in a valley, Hurcott Pool lies on

been studied for many years by entomologists from PHE as

the outskirts of Kidderminster and is immediately adjacent

part of their nationwide mosquito surveillance programme

to Hurcott Village, with water from the site draining into

(PHE, 2017). They are known to be home to a number

the River Stour. Previous mosquito studies at Hurcott have

of mosquito species associated with brackish and wet

found the rare species Aedes sticticus to be present. This is

woodland habitats.

a known nuisance species elsewhere in Europe.

Steart Marshes, Somerset

Arne and Wareham Meadows, Dorset

The biggest new coastal wetland in Britain, the Wildfowl
and Wetlands Trust’s (WWT) Steart Marshes consists of a

Arne Nature Reserve, owned and managed by the RSPB, is

large intertidal area, a brackish marsh, and a freshwater

a large area of varied habitat of 565 ha on the eastern edge

grazing marsh (WWT, 2020). Situated at the mouth of the

of Poole Harbour (RSPB, 2020b). It includes SSSI, SPA, and

River Parrett in Somerset, the site supports migrating

SAC designated areas and falls within the Dorset Area of

birds including egret, swallow, shelduck, golden plover and

Outstanding Natural Beauty. The reserve is predominantly

meadow pipit. Once arable farmland, the area has been

wet and dry heathland and oak woodland, with areas of

subject to managed retreat, developing saline and brackish

acid grassland, freshwater and brackish wetlands, and

habitats supporting estuarine fish and their predators,

saltmarsh along the harbour’s edge. These provide habitats

as well as neutral grassland, and is now managed as a

for many diverse plant and animal communities, particularly

‘working wetland’, farming specialist saltmarsh lamb and

in areas of ecological change, such as where heathland is

beef. There is a car park and new fine-surfaced paths

transitioning into saltmarsh and woodland into wet fen

for visitors. The WWT work with volunteers on site, as

habitat. Diverse management practices are employed,

well as Bridgewater College for training and placement

including grazing by ponies, pigs and cattle. The reserve is

opportunities. Freshwater habitats include permanent

known for its rich invertebrate fauna, including the silver-

freshwater ditches, flooded grassland and reedbed, as

studded blue butterfly, flame wainscot moth, and the

well as brackish and intertidal mudflat. Over time, it is

narrow-bordered bee hawk-moth. Dry heathland and gorse

expected that saltmarsh will develop at the site’s margins.

habitats are important for Dartford warbler and nightjar

No previous mosquito studies have been conducted here.
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The Lower Otter Estuary, Devon

Sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) are drainage
schemes that are designed to have a positive impact
on the urban environment by managing rainfall close
to the catchment area and attenuating the flow before
it reaches watercourses. By their very nature, SuDs
are likely to be transient waterbodies, rather than
established permanent habitats, and can be a wide
range of types including transient lagoons, seasonally
dry ditches, ponds, scrapes, and reedbeds. Several
SuDs are represented in Milton Keynes, all managed by
a charity, the Parks Trust (2020). SuDS in Milton Keynes
include a series of tiered, seasonally dry lagoons, as well
as temporary pools, ponds, and flooded grassland, all of

The Lower Otter Estuary is a set of estuarine habitats,

which are located near residential housing. The site has

including saltmarsh, brackish ditches and freshwater

not been studied before for mosquitoes.

habitats associated with the River Otter. The habitats
are important for breeding and wintering birds, and tens

Radipole Lake, Dorset

of thousands of visitors enjoy the area each year. The
village of Budleigh Salterton is located along the west
side of the estuary, and there are residential houses, a
sports club and business premises all at the boundaries
of the site. Historically the river meandered through the
valley but over the years as the land was farmed the river
kept its course. In recent years there has been flooding
as a result of high tides and heavy rain, and the 200-yearold sea defences have become increasingly difficult to
maintain. The Lower Otter Restoration Project (2016)
aims to preserve and improve the downstream part of
the River Otter, to improve resilience against sea level
rise and flood defence, as well as restore and improve
key habitats in the Lower Otter.

Owned by Weymouth and Portland Council and managed

Milton Keynes Sustainable Urban Drainage Scheme,

by the RSPB, Radipole Lake is a SSSI situated in the centre

Buckinghamshire

of Weymouth (RSPB, 2020c). The nature reserve is fed
by the River Wey, and incorporates a range of habitats
including reedbed, lakes, wet woodland willow car, wet
fen and seasonally flooded grassland. The 83ha reserve
is known for its population of bearded tit, as well as
kingfisher, otter, and water vole and water levels are
managed throughout the year for conservation purposes.
The location of the reserve makes it highly accessible,
with footpaths crossing the site from nearby residential
areas to shops in the town centre, and the reserve has a
large number of visitors as a result. A Discovery Centre
provides ‘wildlife explorer backpacks’ to visitors and
offers other engagement activities. No previous studies
of mosquito fauna have been conducted on the reserve.
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5. Approaches to knowledge
Diversity of approaches, diversity of voices
As we have employed a wide range of disciplinary approaches to answer the project’s research questions, it is necessary
to embrace the diverse ways in which the various components are communicated. These range from quantitative
economics, using equations and formulae to calculate economic valuations under hypothetical future scenarios, to insitu performative happenings, in which the artists themselves are in part the instrument of research. Therefore, in our
reporting process, we have endeavoured to maintain the individual voices of the team members undertaking the various
components of work, as in many instances their voice is an intrinsic property of the approach and retaining it conveys
important information about the research process.
3. Ecological surveys

This chapter is organised around the following five
approaches to knowledge:

a. Wetland habitat suitability for British mosquito

1. Economic modelling

species
b. Phenology of adult and larval mosquitoes and

a. Modelling the economic value of ecosystem

algorithm validation

services from wetlands and mosquitoes

4. Environmental histories

b. Future scenarios analysis

5. Arts-based research

2. Socio-cultural research
a. Community Voice Method

a. Photo essay

b. Interviews and Focus Group Discussions

b. Performative happenings

c. Desk and web-based studies of contemporary

c. Narrative work

social representations of wetlands

Sharing approaches to knowledge

?

Why: Much of the research was formulated to be led by people with particular disciplinary expertise.
However, even within specific mono-discipline work packages there were elements of interdisciplinary
exchanges happening. These are illustrated in the following interdisciplinary moments.
When: This knowledge exchanged happened throughout the project, from the earliest project
meetings to the final project exhibition.
Who: All members of the project team were involved to lesser or greater extents in these
methodological exchanges, which in some instances became very in-depth.
How: Exchanges happened formally during project planning meetings but would spill out in informal
discussions in coffee breaks, dinner etc. and were followed up via emails and other communications.
So what? Disciplinary work packages were influenced by input from other team members, altering (to
a greater or lesser extent) the approaches, as illustrated in subsequent interdisciplinary moments.
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5.1 Economic modelling

regulation, and climate regulation, or non-material

5.1.1 Modelling the economic value of ecosystem services

benefits such as aesthetic benefits, sense of place, and
inspiration. For some of these, economic valuation can

from wetlands and mosquitoes

be used to try and value these externalities and include

Wetlands are amongst the most ecologically diverse

them in economic analyses to make their importance

terrestrial habitats that supply a range of benefits

more visible for decision-making. However, certain

to people and nature (MA, 2005; UKNEA, 2011; TEEB,
2012).
have

Lowland
been

wetlands

subject

to

in

particular,

development,

benefits, such as existence values and spiritual values,

however,

can be impossible to value using money as a metric, and

particularly

in these circumstances, participatory and deliberative

linked to reclamation and drainage for agriculture

approaches can provide more useful approaches to

and development. In recognition of the loss and

identifying values and supporting decisions.

degradation of wetlands, the English Wetland Vision
sets targets for their restoration and expansion over

Wetland ecosystems provide a great many benefits

the next 50 years. The English Wetland Vision focuses

that are of value to society. These can be described

on the benefits to people provided by a diverse range

using the ecosystems services framework (MA, 2005)

of wetlands ecosystem services, such as storing flood

as provisioning ecosystem services (for example, from

waters, protecting water quality, or providing natural

agriculture, livestock, fishing, fruit, timber), regulating

spaces to visit.

ecosystem services (for example, climate regulation,

1

water quality regulation) and cultural ecosystem

Wetlands may, however, generate some environmental

services

hazards, such as potential public health risk, whether

(for

example,

regenerative,

intuitive,

communicative, cognitive, and creative benefits). Some

real or perceived. Risk associated with biting insects

of these services were quantified in terms of their

such as mosquitoes for example could discourage

economic values, and then altered under different

people from visiting wetlands, reduce public support for

future scenarios to see how this changes the flow of

wetland expansion, and compromise potential benefits

benefits from those wetland ecosystem services to

as a result.

people. Future scenarios reflected different potential

In this context, we set out to quantify in money

impacts of climate change on mosquito populations

terms where possible the economic value of wetland

and mosquito-borne disease risks, as well as different

ecosystem services under alternative scenarios of

public

mosquito-related actual and perceived risk, reviewing

health

and

individual

responses

to

the

altered level of mosquitoes. The economic modelling

the likely efficacy of management responses. Economic

undertaken here aimed to develop a tool that could

analysis is used to understand how decisions regarding

be used to see how different decisions might alter the

the use of natural resources and the environment

benefits from wetlands. Here, the analysis involved

affect individuals and society and provide wellbeing

three key stages, shown in Figure 4:

benefits. Most commonly, money is used as a common

1. The development of a conceptual model for wetland

metric of evaluation, as the values in use of resources

benefits

is reflected in prices that are paid for goods and

2. The implementation of the conceptual model in a

services. However, many large and important benefits

spreadsheet programme

provided by ecosystems are not traded in the market
and have no money values attached to them. These may

3. The development of scenarios to investigate the

include ecosystem services that provide wellbeing to

impact of potential future mosquito scenarios

human beings through flood regulation, water quality

1. https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20100918191253/http://wetlandvision.org.uk/
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A coastal wetland

An urban wetland

A farmland reversion wetland

HIGH

Sheet 3: Valuation of provisioning services
• Arable and livestock

• Fisheries

• Woodland

• Renewable Energy

• Wetland structure
and activities

Actual public
health risk

• Water supply

Sheet 1: User inputs

Sheet 4: Valuation of regulating services

• Ecosystems services
• Commercial
activities
• Economic data

• Improving air quality

• Flood regulation

• Net carbon sequestration

• Improving water quality

Sheet 2: Scenario coefficients
Informed by changes in:

Ignorant Bliss

Sheet 8: Valuation outputs

Conscious Coping

LOW

• Provisioning services

Sheet 5: Valuation of cultural services

HIGH
Perceived public health risk

• Regulating services

• Recreational benefits

• Spiritual Benefits

• Cultural services

• Volunteering benefits

• Aesthetic benefits

• Gross value added

• Cognitive benefits

• Structure of wetlands
• Quantity and quality of
activities on wetlands

Sheet 6: Valuation of commercial activities and GVA
• Business activities

• Etc…

Sheet 7: Management, mitigation and adaptation costs
• Wetland management

• Personal protections

LOW

Happy and Lucky

Species

HIGH

Alkborough
Population size

Biting nuisance

Ignorant Bliss

Actual public
health risk

(Number per ha)

Conscious Coping
HIGH

Perceived public health risk

Happy and Lucky

LOW

Skewed World

Ae. cantans / annulipedes

2

very small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Coquillettidia richardii

3

small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

2

very small or less

£’000 / year

1500

not a biting nuisance

1

2

very small biting nuisance

Culiseta annulata

3

small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

4

moderate of less

4

moderate biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. detritus
Ae. punctor

1750

1

(visits per infection)

moderate of less

Ae. cinereus

2000

Vector infection

(bites per visit)

4

Anopheles claviger

LOW

Skewed World

1

not an infection risk

not an infection risk

Ae. geniculatus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. caspius

6

moderate of less

5

large biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

very small biting nuisance

Ae. maculipennis

2

very small or less

2

1000

Ae. plumbeus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

750

Ae. modestus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

very small biting nuisance

1250

500
250
0
-250
-500

Site management

Current

Provisioning

Regulating

Conscious Coping

Cultural

Ignorant Bliss

Skewed World

Skewed World

1

not an infection risk

Culex pipiens

3

small or less

2

1

not an infection risk

Cu. morsitans

2

very small or less

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. rusticus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. sticticus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Cu. subochrea

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the various stages of the economic valuation process.

5.1.2 Conceptual economic model
At the broadest level, the total net value of the wetland

£) associated with generating those same revenues from

(NVwetland T ; units: £) can be expressed by adding the net

provisioning, regulating and cultural ecosystem services.

value from the wetland ecosystem services (NVwetland ES;

The GVA of economic activities taking place on the wetland

units: £) with the gross value added (GVA) of economic

(NVwetland GVA; units: £) can be obtained using Equation 3:

activities located on the wetland (NVwetland GVA; units: £)

NVwetland GVA = GVAs x Ms x As

as shown in Equation 1:
NVwetland T = NVwetland ES + NVwetland GVA

Equation 3

Where GVAs is the estimated output-based gross value

Equation 1

added from wetland site-based economic activities such

The net value of the wetland ecosystem services (NVwetland

as hotels, cafes, shops, and clubs, Ms is the estimated

ES ; units: £) can be obtained by subtracting the costs from

multiplier effect of additional income and expenditures

generating the benefits from the benefits themselves

circulating in the wider economy, and A s is an additionality

using Equation 2:
NVwetland ES = (Bp – Cp) + (Br – Cr) + (Bc – Cc)

factor that adjusts for possible displacement, substitution,
and leakage effect. This latter adjustment recognises that

Equation 2

GVAs benefits may be taken up elsewhere in the absence

Where Bp, Br, and Bc represents the revenue (units: £)

of the wetland, and that part of GVAs benefits accrue to

associated with the provisioning, regulating, and cultural

non-local beneficiaries.

ecosystem services, whilst Cp, Cr, and Cc are the costs (units:
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5.1.3 Wetland valuation model

Microsoft Excel© to quantify the value of these ecosystem

The Common International Classification of Ecosystem

services at three in-depth case study sites (Figure 5). The
framework, initially populated for each site using available

Services framework (Young and Potschin, 2018) was used to

biophysical and socio–economic data, as well as benefit

develop a framework for the wetland ecosystem services,

and cost transfer values from secondary sources, drew on

and GVA data for on-site economic activities were developed

examples from the literature of environmental change, public

from data provided by the UK government Office of National

health and welfare impacts, in the UK and internationally.

Statistics (ONS, 2015). The valuation model was developed in

Sheet 3: Valuation of provisioning services

Sheet 1: User inputs
• Wetland structure
and activities
• Ecosystems services
• Commercial
activities
• Economic data
Sheet 2: Scenario coefficients
Informed by changes in:
• Structure of wetlands
• Quantity and quality of
activities on wetlands
• Etc…

• Arable and livestock

• Fisheries

• Woodland

• Renewable Energy

• Water supply
Sheet 4: Valuation of regulating services
• Improving air quality

• Flood regulation

• Net carbon sequestration

• Improving water quality

Sheet 5: Valuation of cultural services

Sheet 8: Valuation outputs
• Provisioning services
• Regulating services

• Recreational benefits

• Spiritual Benefits

• Cultural services

• Volunteering benefits

• Aesthetic benefits

• Gross value added

• Cognitive benefits
Sheet 6: Valuation of commercial activities and GVA
• Business activities
Sheet 7: Management, mitigation and adaptation costs
• Wetland management

• Personal protections

Figure 5. Structure of the WetlandLIFE valuation model.

Data were collected for each of the sites using a combination

approaches. These, for example, include policy pseudo

of primary and secondary data. Primary data were collected

market prices (e.g. for carbon, based on abatement cost),

through discussions with site managers, regarding staff

income/expenditure-based

numbers, land use, management objectives, volunteering,

costs, flood damage, health cost saving, agricultural net

visitor numbers, and outreach activities. A volunteer

output losses, and school day losses), revealed preference

survey was undertaken at each of the case study sites to

techniques (including hedonic property values and visitor

determine how volunteers benefitted from volunteering

spend), and expressed preference techniques (e.g. visitor

activities and to determine how they viewed the value of

willingness to pay and volunteering values).

their own time. Secondary data included spatial data from

values

(e.g.

for

pollution

A detailed valuation of ecosystem services was compiled

geographical information systems used to identify land use

at the case study scale, expressed in monetary values and

(Figure 6) and flood risk areas, statistical data to identify

salient public health and welfare indicators. The approach

the benefits of production, site reports for visitor numbers,

also drew strongly from scenario analysis and monetary

UK government websites for data on local businesses, and

valuation within an ecosystem services framework, with

academic literature and recreational models for valuation

emphasis placed on ‘final’ goods and services as they affect

data. Valuation data, used in particular for assessing the

wellbeing.

value of non-traded benefits, are derived using a range of
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a) Cropped areas

b) Flood risk areas

Figure 6. a and b: Showing a) the land use associated with the Avalon Marshes area of the Somerset Levels, and b) the flood risk areas.
Source: UKCEH (2019) and Environment Agency (2019).
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A series of future scenarios (Reed et al., 2009) were developed

responses reflecting what the impact of mosquitoes could

using academic literature and expert opinion. The valuation

be on public health, given the combination of actual and

model was then used to quantify the net changes in

perceived public health risk. Thus, in “Ignorant Bliss” where

wetland value for those scenarios in comparison with the

actual public health risk was high, but perceived public

current baseline. The scenarios analysis examines trade-

health risk was low, the lack of public awareness in the face

offs and synergies and associated welfare effects, allowing

of actual risk led to relatively high levels of mosquito related

for potential differences between perceived and actual

nuisance and disease as private and public response was

mosquito-related risks.

generally inadequate. The “Conscious Coping” quadrant
represents a scenario where actual public health risk was

5.1.4 Future scenario analysis

high, and perceived public health risk was also high, and

A set of plausible futures (Figure 7) was developed using

in which people were predicted to adjust their behaviour

workshops, academic literature, and expert opinion to act as

appropriately and thus the impact of mosquito related

lenses to explore the potential impact of wetland mosquitoes.

nuisance and disease was relatively low despite the high

This process culminated in the development of four scenarios

actual risk from mosquitoes. In “Happy and Lucky”, in which

reflecting actual public health risk from mosquitoes and

both actual and perceived public health risk were low, people

perceived risk of public health risk from mosquitoes, situated

though generally lacking knowledge of the potential risks

in four related quadrants, which were named:

associated with mosquitoes, were not negatively impacted

1. ‘Ignorant Bliss’

by that lack of knowledge because the actual risk or mosquito
related nuisance and disease was low. Finally, in the “Skewed

2. ‘Conscious Coping’

World” scenario, in which actual public health risk was low,

3. ‘Happy and Lucky’, and

but perceived public health risk was high, responses were
considered to be implemented for mosquito related nuisance

4. ‘Skewed World’

and disease risks that did not exist, imposing high and

Each of these scenarios had associated with it a set of

unnecessary private and public costs that were not needed.

mosquito-imposed consequences and private and public

Ignorant Bliss
LOW

Actual public health risk

HIGH

Conscious Coping
Perceived public health risk

Happy and Lucky

LOW

HIGH

Skewed World

Figure 7. Four future scenarios reflecting a gradation of actual public health risk from mosquitoes and perceived health risk from mosquitoes.
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Future scenarios

?

Why: Imagining future scenarios required input from diverse sources beyond a purely economic lens.
When: During the preparation and implementation phases of the economics research.
Who: This interdisciplinary moment was led by the economics team but included other project team
members and expert opinion, particularly from creative writing and social science.
How: The scenarios were developed during workshops and via email and phone calls.
So what? Where possible, the economics valuation model was applied reflecting the multiple values
identified during qualitative research, informing the economics assessment, while the expertise of
the project’s creative writer brought these scenarios to life by applying a speculative fiction lens
to the future scenarios. This precipitated a powerful representation of the hypothetical situations,
which also took into account more intangible values (and potential dis-values) that were expressed
by participants in social science research approaches.

5.1.5 Expert panel

Expert Panel

?

Why: To bring in a range of diverse expertise to create a meaningful and appropriate economics risk
assessment.
When: During the implementation phase of the economics research.
Who: The economics team and selected experts on mosquitoes and public health entomology.
How: Formal consultations and structured phone conversations.
So what? Working together, economists, natural scientists and stakeholders cocreated a relevant
framework for assessing future and current public health risk, reflecting biotic factors, possible
impacts of future climate change scenarios and the wider social context that influences exposure to
risk. This included the technical formulation of lines of enquiry and the data generated.
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The current and future risk of mosquitoes on nuisance and

scenario. The assessment was made imagining a worst-case

disease was assessed using a Delphi approach. In this,

future for the development of high mosquito populations,

through a series of consultations, experts were asked to

in which future mosquito populations, biting nuisance, and

establish a current baseline for mosquito populations,

vector risks associated with current and invasive mosquito

nuisance and disease risk and to predict the possible

species were predicted for 2080 under a high climate

development of current and invasive mosquito populations

change scenario where summer could be up to 57% drier

in each of the case study wetlands (e.g. Figure 8).

and 5.8°C warmer, whilst winter could be up to 33% wetter

An interactive spreadsheet-based questionnaire was

and 4.2°C warmer. The possible impacts in terms of the

developed in which the experts were asked to identify

public use of the wetlands, the health impacts, and the

nuisance and disease risk levels associated at the three

possible wetland management responses were identified

case studies at current levels and for a future worst-case

and costed within the valuation model.
Alkborough

Species

Population size

Biting nuisance

Vector infection

(Number per ha)

(bites per visit)

(visits per infection)

An. claviger

4

moderate or less

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. cantans / annulipedes

2

very small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Cq. richardii

3

small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. cinereus

2

very small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Cs. annulata

3

small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. detritus

4

moderate or less

4

moderate biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. punctor

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. geniculatus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. caspius

6

moderate or less

5

large biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

An. maculipennis

2

very small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

An. plumbeus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Cx. modestus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Cx. pipiens

3

small or less

2

very small biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Cs. morsitans

2

very small or less

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. rusticus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Ae. sticticus

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Cs. subochrea

1

no evidence

1

not a biting nuisance

1

not an infection risk

Figure 8. Part of response set from an expert panel showing which mosquitoes are currently present at Alkborough, their population size
and the associated nuisance and vector risk.
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5.2 Socio-cultural research
Wetlands

are

dynamic

This part of the research was driven by the following

ecosystems,

subject

research questions; In what different ways do SIGs derive

to

health and wellbeing benefits from wetland spaces;

anthropomorphic intervention at varying scales and
temporalities.

Wetland

conservation

supports

expansion,
climate

restoration

change

how far do extant and future mosquito and other pest

and

population profiles trouble these wellbeing and sense

adaptation

of place perspectives; and what range of interventions

strategies; but not all publics may welcome this. In a

might be necessary for wetlands to support human health

study on attitudes to wetlands in the Persina Nature Park
(Bulgaria), their results showed, ‘22% of the respondents

and wellbeing in the future?

had negative associations with marshes: respondents

The research utilises literature drawn from both ‘sense

referred mostly to poor management, mosquitoes, and

of place’ scholarship, such as Yi-Fu Tuan, Doreen Massey,

inaccessibility’ (Scholte et al., 2016, pg. 478). The existence

Bradley Jorgensen and Richard Stedman, and from human

of a cohort of people demonstrating negative views of

health and wellbeing work, particularly research which

wetlands is consistent with anecdotal evidence in England

focuses on the three dimensions (‘3D’) of wellbeing –

that opposition to wetland expansion is sometimes based

mental, physical and social attributes – such as the work

on the perception that creating such habitats, which can

of Allister McGregor and Andrew Sumner. Desk based

be suitable for some mosquito species, will therefore

work was undertaken in the initial stages to identify SIGs

lead to a public health nuisance. In conjunction with

already active on the three case study sites and then

ecological data, understanding how different interest

broadened to consider groups who could engage with

groups use, value and connect with extant wetlands,

these wetlands but who did not appear active in these

enables practitioners and policy makers to effectively

spaces, instead defining their sense of place and wellbeing

respond to public health concerns and help promote

in other landscapes. The intent was to capture both

these landscapes as beneficial for a range of wellbeing

positive and negative ‘sense of place’ perspectives within

practices. The socio-cultural research in WetlandLIFE was

the fieldwork sites. This component was also informed by

organised into two linked themes: sense of place research

the desk-based study undertaken for the Contemporary

and contemporary social representation (CSR) research.

Social Representation (CSR) work, capturing the different

These two themes were investigated using community

social and cultural perspectives of English wetlands.

voice method (CVM), desk studies, interviews and focus
groups and are explained in the following paragraphs.
5.2.1 Sense of Place in English wetlands: Interviews and
Focus Groups
Qualitative fieldwork using interviews and focus groups
explored the different perspectives of people involved with
special interest groups (SIG) who are intimately connected
to particular wetlands, in order to understand the range
and diversity of wellbeing practices in these spaces. The
target cohort are those groups of people, or organisations,
that are particularly drawn to wetlands, or who could be
expected to make regular use of these spaces, particularly

The empirical fieldwork included thirty semi-structured

for their health and wellbeing. Such SIGs include birders,

interviews and two attendant focus groups with

walkers, wildlife photographers, artists and anglers

specialist users of wetlands. Interviews were recorded

alongside educators, naturalists, spiritual practitioners

on Dictaphone and then transcribed, with anonymity

and ecologists. Participants may not live close to the

assured. These interviews and focus groups took place

wetland sites, but their field of interest would be expected

at the case study sites in the Somerset Levels (Westhay

to lead them to visit. This strand of work focusing on SIGs

Moor and Shapwick Heath), Bedfordshire (Priory Country

complements that of CVM, whose purview is focused on

Park and Millennium Country Park) and North Lincolnshire

individuals from local wetland communities.

(Alkborough Flats) between January 2018 and September
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2018. This fieldwork was undertaken in conjunction with

the first covering how the participants framed, visualised and

the ‘CSR’ component. The empirical research was focused

communicated the site in terms of its function, use, access,

on interrogating the ways in which a ‘sense of place’

and governance, including articulations of what a wetland

linked to wetlands develops over time and in conjunction

‘is’. The second focused on the participants’ positionality;

with relationships with other humans, other animals and

communicating how their use of the site differs from

the landscape environment itself (see Figure 9). Of great

other users, particularly around environmental and civic

importance is understanding the role of experiential

citizenship, safety, risk and on-site non/delinquent activities.

learning, both on and off the wetland sites.

The third enquiry was concerned with values; understanding
the benefits derived from the site including its contribution

Contemporary social
representations of
English wetlands and
of mosquitoes

to local lives, the environment, economy and heritage. The
fourth catalogued the SIG’s explicit expressions of ‘sense of
place’ and ‘health and wellbeing’ including negative factors
such as mosquitoes, as well as animal and plant species that
are seen as invasive. The final theme focused on personal
development journeys connected with the site including

Specialist wetland
user group
experiences,
anecdotes,
heuristics, actions,
opinions

skills development, education and social networks.
These five themes were then further critiqued using IPA to
develop a data-rich phenomenological study of place-based
connectivity between humans and these particular wetlands.
This enables the research to get closer to understanding
the lived experience of the research participants in these
spaces. Returning to the ‘3D’ visualisation of wellbeing, the

Figure 9. The relationship between the CSR analysis and
developing the ‘sense of place’ narratives.

research used the IPA to interrogate the different forms of
wellbeing experienced on the sites, and the factors which

The data were analysed using a combination of thematic

impinge upon, denude, or support human health and

analysis (TA) and interpretative phenomenological analysis

wellbeing, all of which are intrinsic to our ‘sense of place’

(IPA). IPA is a form of empirical enquiry which foregrounds

within landscapes.

an individual’s subjective experience and their personal

5.2.2 Sense of Place in English wetlands: Community

account of experienced phenomena, to understand the

Voice Method (CVM)

opinions they form and the decisions they make in their
everyday life (what they say, and the terms in which they say
it). Hence to understand the interview findings of the SIGs,
the CSR in which their lived experience is embedded must
be taken into account. The first stage of analysis for all the
data were TA, enabling the data to be grouped into common
themes (outlined below) which intersect directly with the
research question’s focus on both ‘sense of place’ and
wellbeing. The second phase was IPA; interpreting these TA
clusterings by using a phenomenological lens to understand
the participant’s subjectivity, particularly in relation to the
CSR data, which is described in subsequent sections.
The ambition was to understand the external societal and
cultural factors which influence the development of a sense
of self; and how this is intimately connected with a ‘sense of

Community Voice Method (CVM) is a participatory

place’. In the first iteration the interview data were subject to

research and discourse intervention method used

TA. The data were coded into five areas of thematic enquiry,

to engage communities in natural resources issues
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(Cumming and Norwood 2012). Grounded in social

wellbeing

sciences, it uses analyses of filmed participant

(White 2010), sense of place, and cultural ecosystem

interviews to create documentary films which are then

services pathways (King et al., 2017). The draft

shared within communities. The interviews provide

guide was shared with the project team for input

rich, in-depth qualitative data, whilst the films act as

before finalising. It consisted of seven sections: (i)

catalysts for further discussions and deliberation, in a

Background, (ii) Sense of Place (attachment, identity,

stimulating, accessible and non-confrontational setting.

characteristics),

The discussions and findings can then be integrated into

activities and benefits/dis-benefits from wetlands),

civic discourses, including policy and management.

(iv)

Wellbeing

subjective)

Wellbeing

(relationships

(use,
and

in the environment/community), (vii) Management

from a health and wellbeing perspective. The phases of

and the Future. The interview guide provided some

the approach were:

standardisation of data but was intended to be used

1. Interview design: The semi-structured interviews

flexibly to allow freedom for participants to talk on

drew upon several concepts around health and
three-dimensional

Material

and

from life), (vi) Oral Histories (the past and change

understand perceptions of wetlands and mosquitoes

including

Relational

(iii)

relational

community), (v) Subjective Wellbeing (satisfaction

We used CVM in our three in-depth case study sites to

wellbeing,

(material,

topics of importance to them, in a conversational

social

style of interviewing.

CVM interview design

?

Why: The CVM interviews were designed to explore a wide range of sense of place and wellbeing
dimensions in the context of wetland values and disvalues. Numerous expert voices were needed to
help shape the interview design.
When: Towards the start of the project in the development stage of the CVM research.
Who: Led by social scientists but incorporating the views of many on the project team including
ecologists, economists, artists and a historian.
How: In written form via email and iterations of preparatory documents, as part of project meetings
and during informal verbal conversations.
So what? The resulting interview guide incorporated topics and particular lines of enquiry which
added to the depth and breadth of the research. Consequently, the interviews explored nuanced and
rich avenues and challenged participants to reflect on their wetland experiences in many different
ways. This would not have been achieved had the guide been developed in disciplinary isolation.

2. Recruitment of participants: We were interested

process to provide a diverse and illustrative sample

predominantly in those with a long or close
relationship

with

wetland

environments

of interviewees.

(as

3. Data collection: Interviews took place between

opposed to non-users of wetlands). Stakeholders

March-November 2018 in or near the study sites

were identified through direct identification (e.g.

at a location chosen by individual participants. A

reserve managers), referrals, and a snowballing

total of 47 interviews were filmed with 57 people: 15
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interviews (16 people) in Bedford, 20 (25 people) in

managers,

Somerset, and 12 (16 people) in the Alkborough Flats.

water sports, archaeology), walkers (including dog

farmers,

volunteers

(conservation,

Participants ranged in age from 18 to 84, with 28

walkers), bird/nature enthusiasts, water sports

females and 29 males taking part. They did not fall

coaches, anglers, artists, and other local residents.

into simple discrete categories (often with multiple

Interviews lasted from 28 to 108 minutes, although

links to the wetlands sites), but included reserve

most were around an hour.

CVM data collection

?

Why: For practical reasons, the CVM approach ideally needs two people for data collection: one
to carry out the interview and the second to monitor the filming. While this need not result in an
interdisciplinary collaboration, in this case it provided an opportunity for practical interdisciplinarity
between a social scientist (to interview) and other members of the team (to record).
When: This interaction occurred during the data collection phase of the CVM research.
Who: A social scientist, a writer and an ecologist.
How: Collaborative working during data collection.
So what? The writer was inspired by the application of the CVM approach by the social scientist
and later incorporated reflections on the experience into the narratological elicitation that was
central to WetlandLIFE’s Hide & Seek project. The ecologist was curious about particular points
raised by participants, and asked if they could ask some follow-up questions, which resulted in an
interdisciplinary conversation with participants and greater exploration of the topics.

4. Data analysis: Interviews were transcribed and

and finally solutions and management approaches

analysed using NVivo. The coding structure was

(‘coda’). A creative approach was employed to

devised based on the interview guide and adjusted

produce a film both engaging with and representative

as an iterative process, including additional coding

of the data.

for emergent topics. This coding was then used to

6. Film screening and workshop: For each study site,

draw out and reflect upon key themes and make

participants, their guests and other selected

comparisons across the sites.

stakeholders were invited to a screening of the film

5. Film production: A film was produced for each of the

within a workshop setting, in a location near to or

three study sites, each approximately 30 minutes

in the study site (the Alkborough workshop was

in length, featuring clips from all the interviews

cancelled as a result of the Covid-19 outbreak). CVM

at that site. Data analyses informed the structure

workshops are flexible in their design; we focused

of the films, including key themes and similar

on reflections on the film, including the themes,

and contrasting views. The films broadly follow a

representations, and improvements for the final

narrative arc, starting with context-setting and

edit, and reflections on wetlands, covering their

values (‘orientation’), through to challenges and

values to participants, concerns, and approaches to

their implications (‘complications’ and ‘results’),

their management. The screenings and workshops
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provided a valuable opportunity to give something

The CSR research is underpinned by the work of cultural

back to participants, to incorporate their feedback,

theorists Sergei Muscovici and Birgitta Hoijer. They

and stimulate further discussion and understandings

explain social representations as the psycho-social

around wetlands.

phenomena through which humans construct shared
views and perceptions of the world. Their work explores

7. Dissemination: Findings from the research were

the ways in which sub or counter cultural ways of

then shared in the form of reports, summaries and

viewing the world come to question or usurp dominant

academic papers, along with further dissemination of

or normative perceptions of the world. CSRs then can

the films, including online and additional screenings.

be hegemonic (dominant), polemic (questioning) and

The CVM films provide a small legacy for each area,

emancipatory (liberatory). To support wetland integrity,

capturing a visual snapshot of living near wetlands

we must understand the interaction of all three types

in 21st Century England.

of CSR and their influence on developing inclusive and

5.2.3 Contemporary Social Representation in English

timely management strategies.

Wetlands
The

Contemporary

Social

Representation’s

The research utilises both desk-based study and

(CSR)

empirical fieldwork to identify the different domains

component is concerned with an interrogation of the

of knowledge which shape collective understandings of

role of different domains of knowledge (such as popular

wetlands, and the ways in which these change over time

media, environmental science and the arts, amongst

through emergent social processes and value systems.

others) in crafting the ways in which we ‘see’ and interact

Using July 2016, the project start date, as the loose

with wetland landscapes in social life. The CSR work aims

benchmark for the use of the term ‘contemporary’, the

are to assess how different domains of knowledge, or

research has catalogued throughout the three-year

epistemologies, have influenced how different publics

project cycle significant and ‘critical’ factors which have

use, enjoy and value wetlands (see Figure 10).

shaped English popular culture connected to wetlands
and, in particular, to the case study sites themselves.

Moral / Ethnical / Spiritual

Examples include influential books and films, laws,

Culture / Arts

European Union directives, civil society events, media
and digital/internet trends, amongst others.

Institutional

Pedagogic

The CSR desk study worked in tandem with the

Scientific

Domains of
Knowledge:
fractured,
interacting,
co-consitituted

empirical sense of place fieldwork, conducted through
thirty semi-structured interviews and two attendant
focus groups with specialist user groups of wetlands
(section 5.2.1). As with the ‘sense of place’ analysis,

Indigenous

TA was used to analyse the range of qualitative data,
which included interview transcriptions, social media

Social / Media

postings, recurring motifs in literature and art, as

Legal / Policy

well as policy documents and organisational mission
statements. Thematic analysis enables us to discern
common threads, or concerns, across our research

Figure 10. Contemporary social representations of English
wetlands: domains of knowledge.

sample which attend to our research question. In order
to help identify CSRs which are hegemonic, polemic or

The CSR research was driven by the following research

emancipatory we use two scales of spatial analysis. The

question; How are wetlands, and the relationships

first is the generic or macro perspective, the dominant

between people, wetlands and mosquitoes, represented

or normative CSRs we find widely communicated across

in contemporary media, visual arts and imaginative

different domains of knowledge within society at large.

literature and other knowledge domains?

We then compare and contrast these with responses
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at the grassroots or micro scale: examining what CSRs

can make informed decisions about the impacts

are developing in response to the case study sites

of their plans on potential mosquito populations,

themselves. This two-way analysis enables hegemonic,

complementing the socio-cultural research which

emancipatory and polemic CSRs concerning English

highlights the many benefits that wetlands can support.

wetlands to come to the fore.

Based on available descriptions of the life histories

5.3 Ecological surveys

and ecology of British mosquito species (e.g. Snow,
1990; Medlock & Vaux, 2015), the habitat features and

5.3.1 Wetland habitat suitability for British mosquito species

characteristics that make an aquatic habitat suitable

The aim of the ecological work was to determine whether

or unsuitable for the larvae of 21 key mosquito species

ecological variables (i.e. aquatic habitat type) can be

(of Britain’s 36 recorded species) were identified. This

used as a reliable predictor of the types of mosquito

included abiotic and biotic factors, as well as aspects

species found in English wetlands. This is important

of management that are of relevance to egg and larval

information for wetland managers when assessing

survival. A predictive algorithm was then developed

mosquito fauna on site, planning for habitat expansion

to predict which species of mosquito, if any, might

and restoration and when responding to enquiries from

be expected in a given aquatic habitat, depending on

the public. The empirical results form an important

these properties (Figure 11).

resource as an ecological evidence-base from which
those involved with planning wetland expansion

WET WOODLAND

Winter flooded

Summer flooded

Mosquito species
Remains wet
year-round

Dries out and
re-wets

Mosquito species

Mosquito species

Culiseta annulata

Aedes rusticus

Coquillettidia richardii

Culex pipiens
Culiseta annulata

Aedes punctor
Aedes annulipies
Aedes cantans

Figure 11. Example section of initial algorithm for predicting British mosquito species, in this example in wet woodland habitats, where
suitability is influenced by the seasonality and permanence of a habitat’s flooding regime.
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The twelve case study sites (Figure 3), which cover

perceptions of mosquitoes and existing knowledge of

wetlands in areas of farmland reversion and fenlands,

these on site, and its history. At each study site, a survey

coastal wetlands, urban wetlands and wet woodlands,

of each aquatic habitat was carried out. The site with

were surveyed during the project; six in 2017 for testing

the greatest number of different aquatic habitats was

the first version of the algorithm, and six in 2018

Shapwick Heath (thirteen) and the lowest was Hurcott

against which to test a version of the algorithm revised

Pool (four). Habitats were categorised according to the

using data from 2017. Prior to data collection, all the

features listed in the algorithm. A second benchmark

various aquatic habitats at each site were identified

categorisation was also made using an established and

with assistance from the site manager, who also shared

recognised, user-friendly coding scheme published

information on management practices, flooding regimes

by the British Trust for Ornithology (Crick, 1992; BTO,

and other abiotic and biotic factors that may influence

2003). These categories were fed into the algorithm and

the identified habitats, as well as the site’s use by

a prediction about which mosquito species might be

visitors, engagements with surrounding communities,

found in the different aquatic habitats was made.

Site manager conversations

?

Why: To understand the habitats and ecological interactions on each site (beyond published material)
and gain practitioners’ perspectives of each site’s biotic, abiotic and other characteristics. This was
necessary to ensure all relevant aquatic habitats were considered in surveys, as well as to record
management and other activities that might be of importance to mosquito ecology. It also presented
an opportunity to explore managers’ in-depth, often time-deepened knowledge of a site.
When: Initially influenced by project team meetings; applied during scoping visits and subsequent
empirical field work at 12 case study sites.
Who: The project team during meetings; ecologists from the project team and site managers/rangers.
How: Conversations between ecologists and the project team, then between ecologists and site
managers.
So what? The ecologists talking to managers were primed in the research of the rest of the team
and so alongside the primary ecological objective, they were able to take conversations into other
areas, revealing hidden stories and histories of sites (e.g. the origin of certain field names, mowing
practices that etched the footprint of long-demolished power stations into the replacement grass),
with managers also able to provide an initial gauge of site-specific experiences and perceptions of
mosquitoes from their extensive time on site, plus their role as a central contact point for volunteers
and recreational and professional visitors. This information was shared with the wider team and
provided launch points for lines of enquiry and leads for desk-based research beyond ecological
research, but also embedded the ecological component in the social, historic, economic, political
and geographical context of each site, which shaped a holistic understanding of the activities that
shape the environment and ultimately influence the insect communities at each site.
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5.3.2 Phenology of adult and larval mosquitoes
To

test

the

predictions

in

the

six of the sites (Somerset, Bedford, Chippenham, Arne,

algorithm,

Northward Hill, and Otter and Clyst) were surveyed in

a

2017 and six of the sites (Alkborough, Milton Keynes,

comprehensive survey of adult and larval mosquitoes

Greywell Moors, Hurcott Pool, Steart and Radipole

was carried out at each site (Figure 12). This was

Lake) were survey in 2018. Adults and larvae were

performed in two phases to allow the algorithm to be

identified according to published keys (Snow, 1990),

tested, modified based on empirical findings, and re-

with secondary verification within the team.

tested, with a final version derived from this process:

YEAR 1 (2017)
SPRING
VISIT SITES
1-6
• Inspect habitats
• Collect data from
/ work through
ecological algorithm
with land manager

SUMMER
INTERROGATE
ALGORITHM
• Compile list of
mosquito species
predicted by
algorithm according
to site details

WINTER

VISIT SITES
1-6

ANALYSE
SAMPLES

• Conduct mosquito
sampling (adult and
/ or larval)

• Identify mosquito
species present /
absent

• 3 visits larval sampling
(May, July, Sept)

• Determine mosquito
abundance

REVIEW
ALGORITHM
• Determine predictive
efficacy
• Make modifications
if necessary

YEAR 2 (2018)
SPRING
VISIT SITES
7 - 12
• Inspect habitats
• Collect data from
/ work through
ecological algorithm
with land manager

SUMMER
INTERROGATE
ALGORITHM
• Compile list of
mosquito species
predicted by
algorithm according
to site details

WINTER

VISIT SITES
7 - 12

ANALYSE
SAMPLES

• Conduct mosquito
sampling (adult and
/ or larval)

• Identify mosquito
species present /
absent

• 3 visits larval sampling
(May, July, Sept)

• Determine mosquito
abundance

REVIEW
ALGORITHM
• Determine predictive
efficacy
• Final review of
algorithm and
preparation of
decision tool

Figure 12. Entomology research process of predictive modelling, data collection, model revision and testing.

Larval sampling: Larval surveys were conducted, once

they burn propane to release carbon dioxide and heat

each in May, July and September, across the range of

to attract mosquitoes and are also baited with an

different aquatic habitats found at each site (ECDC,

attractive odour compound called octenol, which is

2018). At each target water body, 1 L of surface water was

found in cattle odour (Hutchinson and Lindsey, 2007).

sampled by collecting approximately 200 ml of surface

The traps’ locations were record by GPS.

water in a standard white container immersed into the

Data analysis and interpretation: Mosquito presence,

water five times. Only mosquito larvae were collected,

absence and abundance data from the first year (2017)

using a pipette, and larval samples were stored in 75%

were used to review and refine the algorithm, and

ethanol. A GPS record of the location was taken.

habitat descriptions and species predictions were

Adult sampling: At each site, two Mosquito Magnet®

adjusted accordingly. This process was repeated in

traps were installed and operated continuously for

the second year (2018) to confirm and validate the

four days and four nights every fortnight, from the

algorithm. The final iteration of the predictive algorithm

first week of April to the third week of October. The use

forms the basis of a handbook for wetland managers,

of adult traps helps to detect those species that can

which will allow them to undertake an independent

be missed in larval surveys and to assess the relative

assessment of the mosquito biodiversity in their local

abundance of the adult mosquito population. These

wetland habitats.

traps attract mosquitoes by mimicking host animals;
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5.4 Environmental histories

great monastic houses. Yet those who lived in watery
environments, in pre-modern or pre-industrial times,

‘A sense of time lies thick and heavy on such a

did not find them wanting. The counter-current that

place. Yearly since the ice age it has awakened

clashes with the grand narrative portrays wetlands

each spring to the clangor of cranes. The peat

as places of plenty, richly productive for the semi-

layers that comprise the bog are laid down in the

amphibious, co-existing cultures rooted in the soft

basin of an ancient lake. The cranes stand, as it

peaty soils.

were, upon the sodden pages of their own history.’
Aldo Leopold, ‘Marshland elegy’, in A Sand County
Almanac (1949), p.96.
Environmental historians differ from other historians
by situating the human within the wider, indispensable
biophysical context of the nonhuman world. However,
they do not just inject nature into history; they also
inject history into nature (nothing is ahistorical).
There is of course no history without people, even
for environmental historians. So, many tools of
environmental history are familiar to historians who
restrict their attention to relations between different
types of people: written, visual and oral records. Yet, like
historical geographers, environmental historians also
treat the material environment itself as a document:
a multi-layered landscape equivalent to a palimpsest.
We also pay close attention to changing terminology.
What we call a watery place like Leopold’s marsh in
Wisconsin speaks volumes about the value we attach to
it. Today’s near-ubiquitous generic term, wetland, was
coined as recently as 1956 by two American hydrologists
working for the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
who focused on wet lands’ value for waterfowl and other
aquatic wildlife prized by sportsmen. If ‘wetland’ sounds
neutral and purely descriptive, that was precisely the
point. Sixty years ago, most existing terms for areas of
fresh and saline water were more evaluative. Swamp,

Figure 13. The front cover of a report by the British Mosquito
Control Institute for the year 1929, showing a photograph of
Aedes detritus.

bog, mire, quagmire, slough and morass are definitely
more colourful terms, but generally pejorative. Common
expressions are revealing: we’re swamped by work; we

Those who regarded wet places as unproductive,

get bogged down in detail; we’re mired in confusion.

unreliable and unfit for human habitation also saw

This largely negative appraisal reflects the views and

them as unhealthy. A swamp was a pestilential swamp

voices of those who dominate the historical record.

or, more to the point, a mosquito-infested swamp.

Those who left accounts of wastelands to be avoided,

Reflecting the pre-20th century belief that disease

reclaimed or redeemed were travellers and writers

was simply there in the air (malaria comes from the

who were passing through, as well as agricultural

Italian word for bad air: mal aria), a marsh was a place

‘improvers’ of various kinds, such as the wealthier

of bad air. Marsh fever (ague) was a native British

farmers, drainage engineers and those residing in the

strain of malaria, transmitted by a British mosquito,
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Anopheles atroparvus. By the late 19th century, large

change and continuity in perceptions and treatment

scale drainage and improvements in public health had

of wetlands. Also of interest is the common ground

eliminated ague. Then, in the late 1910s, coastal resorts

between

in southern England were ‘plagued’ by non-malarial

related anxieties and concerns associated with the

mosquitoes, particularly those of the saltmarsh species,

more recent and ongoing reinstatement and expansion

Aedes detritus. In response, John Frederick Marshall,

of wetlands.

an independently wealthy, self-taught entomologist,

For

founded and directed Hayling Mosquito Control (1920),

the

interwar

Britain’s

neo-materialist

(non-fatal)

mosquito-

environmental

historian,

elevating the mosquito to the status of protagonist

which expanded into the British Mosquito Control

is a vivid example of the reality of nonhuman agency,

Institute (1925) (Figure 13).

however inadvertent. Placing mosquitoes at centre

This largely neglected episode in mosquito history –

stage alongside people is also a valuable exercise

for which a wealth of primary source material exists,

in humility. No matter how insignificant in size, the

notably at the archives of the Wellcome Trust and the

mosquito underscores the sobering realization that our

London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine –

human status as top dog has never been unambiguous.

has become the focus of the project’s environmental

Tiny,

history research, supplementing the general survey of

possess the power to shape our lives and our histories.

apparently

mindless

creatures,

collectively,

Framing environmental history

?

Why: An unplanned interaction.
When: At a project meeting towards the start of the project.
Who: An exchange between an entomologist and environmental historian.
How: During an early project meeting an entomologist with a passion for the history of mosquitoes
brought their collection of old posters, pamphlets and books along to a project meeting. A
combination of seeing these posters and subsequent conversations with mosquito experts in the
project team helped shape the environmental history study.
So what? Prior to this moment, the environmental history component was expecting to be centred
around the histories of the three in-depth case-study sites. In this spontaneous interaction the
ecologist is highlighted as an agent of interdisciplinarity, bringing their personal interest in and
knowledge of the history of British mosquito research to the attention of the team, fundamentally
altering the direction and focus of historical research.
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5.5 Arts-based research
There are many opportunities for arts in valuing nature
generally (Saratsi et al., 2019) and wetlands more
specifically. Arts-based research is an integral element
of WetlandLIFE and from the start of the project we
wanted artists to have the flexibility and freedom to
operate in ways that reflected their creative practice
within a project brief asking them to contribute to
both knowledge and appreciation of wetlands and
mosquitoes. There were three elements to the arts-

5.5.1 Photo essay – Tim Acott

based research in the project:

Wetlands occupy a curious place in our collective

• A photo essay: Wetlands, wonder and place

imaginations. On the one hand, their vast vistas and
ever-changing light, alongside their humble place

• Performative Happenings: Wetlands on Wheels

in working life, can act as sources of inspiration for

• Creative writing: Hide & Seek, and creative narratives

artists, such as John Constable and his many paintings
of water meadows. On the other, they can be seen as

The overall rationale for the arts-based research

places of death and disease, sites of terror and the

was to create new knowledge, new discussions and

monstrous, for instance depicted in popular fiction

new engagement opportunities around wetlands and

as the ‘Dead Marshes’ of J.R.R. Tolkein’s Middle Earth

mosquitoes. This was achieved by the artists developing

in the Lord of the Rings. The negative perspective

their own creative practice, working with the rest of the

can be exemplified by mosquitoes, that deadly

team. All of the arts-based outputs have an element

whining insect that has brought so much misery to

of collective working, as team members shared their

humanity. Of course, no mosquito is able to act with

disciplinary experiences to a greater or lesser extent.

intent against humans, yet narratives can fold into

The inclusion of artists in the project team as equal

each other so that ‘war with mosquitoes’ becomes

partners (i.e. not just communicating the results of

‘wetlands as battlegrounds’ as powerfully depicted

other disciplines’ research) led to a collaborative

by Wineguard (2019). Such narratives see wetlands

approach that was transformative for team members.

as places to conquer, improve, drain and reclaim, to

Project meetings were lively, engaging events where

be made productive and transformed into a more

individuals were able to share their different ways of

manageable social reality. Such sentiments still hold

working and learn from each other how alternative

ground with some local community groups objecting

disciplinary lenses can be used to frame valuing nature

to wetland creation as creating dismal mosquito

in different ways. It became apparent that although

infested swamps. However, there is another narrative,

most members of the team would identify with a

emerging in the 1970s, that see wetlands as places

particular discipline, on a personal level there was great

of conservation, biodiversity, and sources of human

interest in embracing diverse approaches to knowledge

wellbeing. Internationally, the Ramsar Convention on

and efforts to look at their own specialisations with a

Wetlands of International Importance, adopted in 1971,

critical eye. In other words, the artists bought their

recognises that wetlands are among the most diverse

creative practice to the project which resulted in specific

and productive of ecosystems. Recent decades have

outputs but also changed the dynamics of the team and

seen wetlands celebrated in England with groups such

promoted reflection on disciplinary understanding and

as Wildfowl and Wetland Trust (WWT), Royal Society

how these are applied to valuing nature.

for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), and Natural England
extolling their positive attributes.
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Photo essay photography

?

Why: Gaining access to field sites and locations realized through accompanying ecologists in their
mosquito sampling in wetland areas both within and away from common points of access.
When: During the ecological data collection phase and during site visits.
Who: Photographer and mosquito experts.
How: The photographer accompanied the mosquito expert on various filed visits giving access to
views of habitats and wetlands that would not have otherwise been encountered.
So what? Perspectives of wetland environments were encountered that challenged commonplace
wetland imagery, provoked experiences that were less ordered and regulated than might be
experienced in more heavily curated exposure to sometimes hazardous wetland environments.

Agent of interdisciplinarity

?

Why: Drawing on the interdisciplinary expertise of Tim Acott, the Principal Investigator of the
WetlandLIFE project, who has experience working in Environmental Science, Soil Micromorphology,
Human Geography, and Environmental Philosophy and is an exhibited Photographer and Painter.
When: Throughout the project.
How: Chairing formal project meetings as well as participating in informal conversations. Leading
the production of NES as an interdisciplinary conceptual framework.
So what? Having a PI who embodied multiple disciplines, Acott used this experience to champion the
idea of epistemological equality with all disciplinary contributions being given equal importance in
project discussions. Working with other researchers, the whole WetlandLIFE team fully understood
and embraced how different disciplinary perspectives can all help contribute in their own ways to
understanding the multiple values of nature.

A photo essay was undertaken to explore lowland

than ever before. We are lambasted that looking at the

wetland landscapes in England spanning 2016 to 2019.

world through the lens of a camera takes us out of the

The main locations visited were the WetlandLIFE study

moment, detaches us from the here and now. Yet, the

sites, although other wetlands were also visited as

experience of photography can be somewhat different.

appropriate. The character of wet landscapes was

As Sontag (1977, 11) argues: “A photograph is not just

captured through a photographic lens. In an age of

the result of an encounter between an event and a

smartphone cameras people take more photographs

photographer; picture taking is an event in itself, and
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one with ever more peremptory rights”. Photographs

This initial research was crucial to our understanding

can frame ontology and bring our attention to certain

of the subject – the mosquito. Our perception of the

aspects of the world over others, in Heidegger’s terms

mosquito shifted from a nuisance that could be a

to make part of the world ‘occurrent’.

potential future danger to human health to an insect
that was a vital part of the ecosystem with many other

This photo essay is a personal exploration of wetlands

species dependent on the mosquito – eggs, larvae

and how the physical environment shapes their sense

and adult – as a food source. Yet, more than that, the

of place. From the other worldly wet woodlands of

mosquito is a highly developed, successful and awe-

Hurcott Pools to the broad expanses of the North Kent

inspiring insect.

Marshes, the photographs explore diverse human and

A = ppreciation

non-human elements that influence the character of
wet landscapes. Exploring themes including authority,

W = onder

E = xcitement

We were inspired.

control, texture, movement and memory, wetlands are

With a deeper understanding of mosquitoes, we

a portrayed as a tapestry of human and non-human

designed our on-site research, which was framed

elements. The character of landscapes is shaped by a

around the question: how can contemporary art

range of heterogeneous actors and this photo essay

practice reshape the value of these landscapes and

includes wetland creatures alongside parking meters,

this insect and re-present a wetland nature aesthetic

information signs and pylons striding across the

that intrigues and allures new audiences, offers new

countryside. Photography is used as an approach that

views to current audiences, and helps conserve and

can capture something of the character of wetlands and

protect the seemingly ugly, which we know has value

through subsequent exhibitions and books contribute to

within an ecological and ecosystem service framework?

a broader discussion on how wetlands are valued.

Aesthetics is often equated to beauty. When referring

5.5.2 Performative happenings – Kerry Morrison and

to nature and ecosystems, ‘beauty’ serves no practical

Helmut Lemke

purpose. Whether a landscape is deemed beautiful or

Starting from a position of knowing next to nothing

not is irrelevant to ecosystem health and biodiversity

about mosquitoes we (Kerry Morrison and Helmut Lemke)

(for example, Parsons, 2008; Holmes Rolston III, 2012).

found ourselves on a massive learning curve, eating up

Moreover, healthy ecosystems give rise to multifarious

any relevant publications we could find on mosquitoes.

health and well-being benefits irrespective of beauty.

The entomologists in the team helped us with this by

We set about our art practice research on the allocated

recommending and sharing papers and publications.

sites, at Alkborough and Bedford. Our aims were to:

Further, they invited us on a site visit to wetlands around
north Kent (including one of the research sites), which

• Reposition the vilified mosquito and highlight

enabled us to experience how a mosquito expert reads

its role and benefits within the delicate web of

the landscape – which is notably different to how visual

interdependence in wetland ecosystems.

and sound artists read landscapes. The entomologist

• Explore the patterns that connect the mosquito to our

has an eye that homes in on specifics of habitat: where

enjoyment of wetland habitats.

mosquitoes are likely to breed, feed, and overwinter. The
artist lends his/her ears and eyes to the aesthetic. This

• Illuminate the benefits and values of mosquitoes.

detail of difference sheds light on how our professional

• Influence our appreciation and understanding of

disciplines guide our research and interpretation of

mosquitoes and wetlands.

landscape and in doing so highlights a need for landscape

• Apply new-found knowledge and understanding to

research to be multidisciplinary. Our journey of learning

creative practice: site interventions, performing

also took us into the laboratory where we experienced

data collection; sound recordings and composed

current mosquito research, for example, mating patterns

soundscapes, drawing and mark making; photography;

and wing beat sounds and observed how mosquitoes are

and text – poetry and writing.

bred and supported in a laboratory setting.
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WetlandLife research together in one interactive hub

• Create new conversations about the values and

and create a bridge between the academic and the

meanings of wetlands and mosquitoes.

everyday. The aim was to make accessible the breadth

• Create new artwork to challenge how mosquitoes

of WetlandLife research to a broader and more diverse

and wetlands are thought about: raising awareness

audience: a repurposed vintage caravan, Wetlands on

and understanding towards them in the hope that

Wheels (WoW). A temporary site-specific micro studio/

we can shift how we feel about them emotionally,

lab/gallery of collective WetlandLife multidisciplinary

aesthetically, ecologically and socially.

arts, humanities and sciences research. WoW; an

To broaden the impact and reach of the work, additional

immersive micro experience; a performative and

funding was applied for with the Head Ranger from

participatory space for conversations and exchange

Millennium Country Park (Forest of Marston Vale Trust)

about wetlands and wetland research offering visitors

in Bedford and obtained from Arts Council England.

new ways of seeing and experiencing wetland life,

This enabled us to return to the wetlands and convey

which de-vilifies the mosquito, adds awe – and AWE – to

a much bigger, much richer, much deeper picture of

wetlands, and demystifies wetland ecosystems and the

WetlandLIFE to wetland visitors and stakeholders. This

Ecosystem Services framework.

was a mechanism, through art, that could bring the

Performative happenings

?

Why: To develop interdisciplinary performative happenings.
When: Throughout the project.
Who: The whole project team led by two artists.
How: Formally in project meetings and then spilling out into inspirational conversations in many
informal settings including coffee breaks, dinners and talks over drinks. The artist’s visited mosquito
laboratories and participated in field visits with all the project team. Momentum and resource for
these interactions was supported by a two-day project meeting with key representatives from all
areas of research to provide the space to explore what and how the performative happenings might
manifest.
So what? These interactions resulted in multiple, cross-site performative happenings, with evidence
of creative knowledge creation and profound in-depth conversation with members of the public;
visitors were affected and reported changes in perceptions.
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5.5.3 Creative narratives - Victoria H. Leslie

the wetland topography. Furthermore, engagement

Two strands were used to develop narrative work

with other members of the WetlandLIFE team enriched
the writer’s scope and access to language and concepts

focusing on the Somerset Levels case study site. The first

used in other disciplines. The entomologists for instance

was based on the writer’s (Victoria H. Leslie) individual

shared mosquito specimens with the writer, enabling

creative responses to the landscape informed by her

her to use the nomenclature of the discipline to name

practice of writing in the field. This underlying research

individual parts of insect anatomy and life stage. The

involved personal engagement with Shapwick Heath and

writer also researched the cultural heritage of wetland

Westhay Moor, with inspiration taken from activities

spaces more broadly and this composite approach of

such as ecological research at the wetlands, like

research, the acquisition of local knowledge and writing

botanical surveys, and from research of local customs

in the field (which included recording impressions of the

and folklore through visits to the Somerset Rural Life

landscape, creative writing exercises, and developing

Museum. Significantly, assisting with the CVM interviews

a store of field-specific wetland lexis) were brought

allowed the writer the opportunity to converse with

together in her creative responses.

wetland users about the stories and traditions specific
to the region and to gain more in-depth knowledge of

Developing narratives

?

Why: Gaining inspiration from the project team, particularly the natural sciences, for developing
creative narratives.
When: Towards the start of the project.
Who: The writer and other team members including the ecologists, historian and social scientist.
How: During project meetings, field visits, by email, while assisting with CVM data collection and
exchange of mosquito specimens by post.
So what? Creative outputs were enriched due to the writer’s perspective being expanded.
Furthermore, this process encouraged further forays into interdisciplinarity, with project team
members encouraged to partake in a Creative Writing workshop. Some of the work produced by
the team was included in the Hide & Seek project and WetlandLIFE’s exhibition: Reclaiming Wetland
Values: Marsh, Mud and Wonder. The CVM interviews shaped and enriched the Hide & Seek project,
catalysing and consolidating the writer’s ideas for public engagement. The process of involving
a writer in the assistance of the CVM interviews likewise led to the addition of questions in the
interview guide relating to narrative and folklore.
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The second involved the conception and execution of

two bird hides on the Avalon Marshes – Decoy Hide and

an in-situ place-based narrative, utilizing bird hides,

Meare Heath Hide – into ‘Creativity Hide’ and ‘Memory

since they are the ideal situation for the study and

Hide’ (Figure 14). The ‘story corners’ situated inside the

contemplation of nature. Informed by the writer’s habit

hides encourage visitors to contribute to an ongoing

of writing in bird hides when working on the Somerset

storytelling network. By encouraging visitors to reflect

Levels, the Hide & Seek project also drew on the writers’

on the wetlands around them and share their creative

shed tradition utilising manmade space in nature for

response by depositing a poem, sketch, memory, story

reflective and creative purposes. Furthermore, the idea

or other contribution, the project aims to uncover stories

of a space in nature to house wetland narratives was

which exist in our wetlands, and in the process of sharing

inspired by the CVM interviews, where it was apparent

and creating narratives seeks to better understand the

that there was an abundance of stories resident in the

relationship of people with the natural world. As well as

landscape and an appetite to share them. The Hide & Seek

creating a physical space to share and create stories, the

project is the definition of a place-based narrative. Using

Hide & Seek project also has an online presence on the

creative writing prompts, poems, folk tales and book

WetlandLIFE website, which includes blogs, interviews

recommendations, the Hide & Seek project transformed

with featured writers and visitor contributions.

Figure 14. Interior of the “Creativity Hide” on the Avalon Marshes.
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6. Key Findings

Reporting with respect
The previous chapter described the main approaches to knowledge highlighting where particular
interdisciplinary interactions took place. From developing the conceptual framework, through to case study
selection and multiple approaches to knowledge, thirteen interdisciplinary moments were identified and
interdisciplinarity shaped the way the activities were implemented as previously described. Here, in the
‘Key Findings’ chapter, we had the choice of how to present results. We could either constrain the style by
imposing a homogenous reporting tone, which typically follows the ostensibly objective third person style
of the (often more dominant) natural sciences, or facilitate a more heterogenous tone, whereby the different
approaches to knowledge were able to report with the voice and conventions of their parent disciplines, no
matter how divergent from each other.
We chose the latter approach, reflecting two core tenets of the WetlandLIFE project: that the array of
disciplinary approaches employed during the project are of equal merit and importance in providing a
comprehensive understanding of the multiple values of wetlands, and that interdisciplinarity is fostered in
a culture where diverse approaches to knowledge are respected on their own terms.

This chapter presents an outline of the main results of

and the Alkborough Flats, Lincolnshire. Provisional

the project. More detailed accounts will be appearing in

results are presented here for Priory Country Park.

peer reviewed published papers and a number of books.

They may be subject to change in the light of further

The entries here provide an overview of the project and

refinement in estimation methods as analysis of all the

an opportunity to reflect on the project outcomes as a

sites taken together proceeds.

whole, including how the multiple values of nature can

The total estimated value of ecosystem services

be revealed through interdisciplinary collaborations.

generated by Priory Country Park is £2.1 million/year

The first section reports on the economics work,

in 2019 prices. Of this, provisioning services mainly

followed by the CSR to set the national context. A brief

associated with grassland management is about

summary of the CVM considers themes of mosquitoes

£1,200/year (<1% of total benefits). Regulating services

and disvalue, and health and well-being challenges

(Figure 15a) associated with air quality benefits, flood

across all the in-depth case study sites. Some key socio-

regulation, carbon storage and sequestration and water

cultural findings and mosquito ecology results are then

quality improvements provide an estimated £272,000/

presented. Finally, the arts-based research findings are

year (13% of total benefits). Cultural services (Figure

synthesized across all the sites and disciplines.

15b), comprising recreation benefits, health benefits,

6.1 Economic valuation framework for wetland
ecosystem services

enhanced property values, educational benefits and
benefits to volunteers are estimated at £1.85 million
(87% of benefits). Site management operational costs

6.1.1 Provisional results

are estimated at £60,000/year. After costs, provisional

At the time of writing, provisional results have been

estimated ecosystem benefits are about £7,150/ha of

obtained for the urban wetland sites at the Millennium

park area/year.

Country Park and Priory Country Park, Bedford. Analysis
of results is underway for the Avalon Marshes, Somerset
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a) Value of regulating services
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Figure 15. Provisional estimates of a) regulating and b) cultural ecosystem services attributable to Priory Country Park, Bedford. Red
arrows indicate the range of possible estimation error.

Priory Country Park is occupied by a number of

property values (that could incorporate elements of air

businesses, notably a park cafeteria, a hotel, bar

quality and recreational benefits for property owners),

and restaurant, a water sports facility, and a boating

and also threshold activity levels for health benefits.

marina with associated services and retail outlets.

Furthermore, benefits have been attributed to the

Total Gross Value Added to the Bedford economy is

wetland and freshwater features of Priory Country Park

estimated at about £1.15 million/year allowing for

in the context of the 288 ha Park (and adjacent managed

the multiplier effect of local income generation and

areas) as a whole. It has not been possible, and not

expenditure. These estimates are currently under

considered useful, to segregate benefits specifically to

review to check for potential double counting and

wetland and non-wetland features.

attribution error, especially with respect to enhanced
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6.1.2 Scenarios and benefits estimates

broad trend was assumed in which a greater presence
of mosquitoes would lead to an increase in the risk of

Estimates of benefits have been derived for the wetland

residents and visitors experiencing mosquito related

case studies under alternative future scenarios of the

nuisance

actual and perceived risks of exposure to nuisance

and

mosquito-related

diseases.

Visitor

based wetland benefits are particularly sensitive to

and biting mosquitoes, as described above. In the case

perceptions of risk, real or apparent, with consequences

of Bedford Priory Country Park, the estimates for the

for cultural services, site-based economic activities that

‘Happy and Lucky’ scenario are based on the current

generate GVA, and site management costs. For example,

situation and estimated benefits as described in the

the ‘Skewed World’ scenario is associated with about a

previous section. Estimates of ecosystem benefits and

60% reduction in visitor numbers and activities, and an

GVA under alternative scenarios are shown in Figure

equivalent reduction in ecosystem benefits and GVA.

16 for Priory Country Park. In the future scenarios, a

Ignorant Bliss
LOW

Actual public health risk

HIGH

Conscious Coping
HIGH

Perceived public health risk

Happy and Lucky

LOW

Skewed World

2000
1750

£’000 / year

1500
1250
1000
750
500
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0
-250
-500

Site management
Current
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Regulating

Conscious Coping

Ignorant Bliss

Figure 16. Wetland benefits by scenarios: Bedford Priory Country Park.
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6.1.3 Key Messages

time at about half the minimum wage rate (i.e. about

Wetland benefits are significant, diverse and context

£4/hour) and derive an additional ‘benefit’ above this
imputed cost of about £4/hour of volunteering. Bedford’s

specific

Millennium Country Park, for example, uses about 10,000

Our assessment of three wetland sites show considerable

hours of volunteer time/year.

variation amongst wetlands in terms of origins, wetland
hydrology, water quality, habitat (and designation) scale

We have also estimated hedonic (market price)

and the type, range and magnitude of benefits. Our

benefits to local built property for both residences and

results show that provisioning services depend mainly on

commercial property. These can be substantial for urban

wetland agricultural land use, such as grazing and water

wetlands, as in the Bedford case. But there is a risk of

supply. Coastal marshes and freshwater marshes tend

double counting, because occupants may benefit from

to have extensive grazing as part of management, but

recreation and air quality that has already been counted.

economic values of provisioning services are generally

We have taken modest rates to allow for this. The key

small. Regulating services (mainly carbon storage, air

point is that cultural benefits are sensitive to attribution

quality, water quality, flooding) were found to be very

and estimation errors, and particularly sensitive to

context specific, depending on local and catchment

visitor participation rates.

situations, such as background air and water quality

The GVA local economy impacts largely reflect: (i) visitor/

and catchment flood risk. For example, urban sites in

user spend, and in the case of Priory Country Park, some

Bedford have potential to impact on air quality and

businesses that are wetland (including river frontage

flooding. The Avalon Marshes in Somerset particularly

and lake) specific, for example, boating, water sports,

store carbon on peat soils and can improve water quality

fishing, and a hotel and restaurant that include the park

serving an agricultural catchment and upstream urban

and wetland in its offering. The presence of a visitor

area before draining into ‘designated status’ rivers and

centre indicates greater GVA, with income generation

estuary downstream.

and employment. There are wetland visitor centres at

Cultural services are mainly ‘user’ based and were

the Avalon Marshes in Somerset and at Far Ings, located

found to be very location and access specific. The

about 5 km along the coastal path from the Alkborough

Bedford urban sites (that are also part of country and

Flats on the Humber Estuary.

forest parks) have high and diverse usage with about

Valuation is challenging

300,000 visits/year for each site, plus major events. It

The above points indicate the challenges associated

is difficult to attribute/partition user benefits to the

with wetland valuation. Wetland operators and site

wetland components as they are managed and offered

managers have not thought much hitherto about

as a whole, although Millennium Country Park does

wetland values, and the data to facilitate estimation are

charge for access to some wetland areas, but mainly

not commonly in place. Obtaining information has been

for management purposes. The main cultural benefits

difficult, made more challenging by personnel cutbacks

are recreational and health benefits. Mean estimates of

in site management teams in recent years. A key lesson

recreational benefits (over and above costs of making

is to facilitate data collection and analysis to support

the visit) are about £2/visit and thus annual user

the ‘business’ and policy case for wetlands. Particular

benefits can be substantial. Additionally, health benefits

challenges that are receiving our attention here are

per ‘active’ visitor, measured in terms of reduced burden

attributing benefits specifically to wetlands, avoiding

on NHS spend, probably adds the equivalent of a further

double counting, and selecting the ‘correct’ locally

£1 benefit per visit.

relevant benefit unit values.

There are benefits to specialist user groups, school

Wetland benefits are sensitive to perceptions of

and retired groups, and to volunteers. Both Somerset

environmental risk

and Bedford sites rely heavily on volunteers. From our

Estimates of wetland benefits are very sensitive to

analysis of the questionnaire circulated to volunteers by

visitor numbers and perceptions of environmental

site managers, we estimate that volunteers value their
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hazard by visitors and other users. Potential visitors

health education and communications, supported

might easily be put off because wetlands are of marginal

by guidance. These aspects have been included (and

interest relative, for example, to visitors with specialist

costed) in the scenario analysis to assess the likely

ecological interests, or they perceive that they, or others

suitability and efficacy of interventions.

in their charge, might be seriously affected by mosquito

6.2 Contemporary social representation of wetlands

nuisance or infection. Visitors may also feel a sense of

The CSR element of the project sought to explore

outrage at being exposed to perceived uncontrolled

how the relationships between wetlands, people and

or unknown hazards. People may choose to take risks,

mosquitoes are represented in contemporary media,

however, if they perceive strong personal benefits, like

visual arts, imaginative literature and other knowledge

some volunteers and ecologists, but simultaneously

domains, as well as shedding light on how these

take steps to reduce exposure to known hazards.
Evidence

from

literature

shows

that

different epistemologies may influence how different

‘perceived’

publics use, enjoy and value wetlands. Five key domains

subjectively constructed, feelings-based risk often has

emerged: Wetlands as literary spaces; Heritage and

a greater influence on people’s behaviour and outcomes

waterscapes; Bio-security; Sustainable futures; and

than objectively analytical and scientifically assessed

Post-Brexit landscapes. The following five sections

‘actual’2 risk (Slovic et al., 2010). Perceived and analytical

summarise findings in each. A number of the themes and

actual risk may diverge, resulting in either excessive

issues discussed in this section and others that follow

risk aversion and foregone benefits, or inappropriate

are considered in more detail in one of the project’s

risk taking and exposure to hazards. The processes of

first major outputs, the book English wetlands: spaces

risk assessment, management and communication are

of nature, culture and imagination by Geary et al. (2020).

applied to help align perceived and actual analytical risk

6.2.1 Wetlands as literary spaces: The art economy which

(Breakwell, 2014). Although analytical evidence-based

utilise/supports waterscapes

assessment indicates an extremely low, almost zero, risk

Literature which draws upon the liminal and sequestered

of mosquito borne disease in the UK, policy and wetland

space that wetlands represent is in abundance. Classic

site managers need to be informed of perceived and

English literature, which utilises wetland spaces and

actual and risk and take measures to better align them

imaginaries, including the fictional creatures that

so that visitors and others can make informed decisions.

live within them and are influenced by them, include

Our scenario analysis has explored the interplay of

Beowulf, The Lord of the Rings trilogy, Pilgrim’s Progress,

actual and perceived risk and the effect on generation

Shakespeare’s Tragedies to name a few. Alongside these

of ecosystem services. We see that: (i) user-based

are the era of the Victorian melodrama: Wuthering

benefits would be severely compromised and (ii) wetland

Heights; Lorna Doone; The Hound of the Baskervilles, as

development could be halted in places where there are

well as less notorious pulp fictions, serialisations and

potentially substantial benefits, notably in urban contexts.

Penny Dreadfuls. There are contemporary genres too.

Managing actual and perceived risks is critical

New Nature Writing, Folk Horror, Rural Noir, English Eerie

Analysis shows the importance of management strategies

and eclectic e-publishing titles all draw upon wetland
landscapes for inspiration. What connects them is their

to understand and assess mosquito risks for the wetland

treatment of these environments as quintessentially

context. This can inform risk management strategies

‘othering’ spaces. Not back gardens, public parks,

that include mitigation (to reduce the probability of

beaches or downlands; wetlands hold their own peculiar

exposure to mosquitoes) and adaptation (to reduce the

and magical charms. This has generated pockets of

impact of exposure to mosquitoes when it occurs). These

consumers who like to visit wetlands both to source

include site and habitat management actions to control

inspiration for their work as writers, photographers and

mosquitoes such as water level control and biocides,

artists and those non-artists drawn to these spaces

visitor information and preparedness, and wider public

2. We use the term ‘actual’ here to denote scientifically based estimates of risk based on existing evidence and knowledge while
recognising that the latter may be incomplete, vary between different scientific interpretations and liable to change over time.
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because of the romanticism, schlock horror and gothic

is argued to be a contributing factor to the expansion

elements of wetlands found in art. In turn this has created

of mosquito populations on coastal sites adjacent to

a secondary economy of artists who support themselves

farmed settlements from this time onwards. Through

through art inspiration drawn from wetlands, selling

recognizing that historical episodes of malaria in

their work in visitor centres and nearby galleries.

England were perpetrated through human management
of landscapes there may be a much greater awareness

6.2.2 Heritage and waterscapes: Understanding

that future episodes of diseases which impact humans

wetlands as constructed and contested spaces

and have mosquitoes, and other animals, as the vector is

Some wetlands pay tribute to the antiquity of their

the result of complex human-land-animal relationships;

spaces and incorporate heritage features through on-

and not the ‘fault’ or ‘cause’ of the vector animal. Thus,

site signposting and online promotion. This is true

for many respondents, mosquitoes and other biting

of Shapwick Heath and Alkborough Flats through the

and ‘nuisance’ insects are simply a part of wetland

Sweet Track and Julian’s Bower; but these can become

environments, to be experienced as a component of a

a real focus in other English wetlands with large well-

particular type of land and waterscape.

funded visitor centres with showpiece spaces such as

6.2.4 Sustainable Futures: Wetlands as spaces to enact

the Bronze Age Centre at Flag Fen; the Wetland Centres
in London and Slimbridge. There appears to be a focus

environmental and social justice concerns

on the ‘right’ kind of heritage in all these spaces. It was

Despite the importance of wetlands in climate change

noted that the case study sites do not include industrial

mitigation and adaptation, our case study wetlands

or military heritage into their visitor-oriented narratives,

rarely referred to ‘sustainable futures’ as a term of

which leads to an erasure in vernacular knowledges of

reference. Whilst the sites discuss the importance of their

the former use of these spaces. These other uses are

wetlands in supporting biodiversity, human wellbeing,

often what were the economic drivers of the area or

flourishing wildlife and for local flood protection,

key historical processes; peat extraction for Shapwick

explicitly linking these concerns with sustainable

Heath and Westhay Moor; wartime ordnance practice for

futures planning strategies was not a common refrain

Alkborough Flats; the site of a coal fired power station

within their print and digital communications. English

for Priory Country Park and landfill sites for Millennium

wetland managers could collectively adopt a more vocal

Country Park. It is suggested that incorporating former

approach in highlighting the integral role that these

iterations of wetlands into the timelines of current use

spaces have in supporting sustainable futures; and

would enable visitors to understand landscape use and

that this involves more funding and more resourcing to

change over time and that wetlands are constructed

take care of these spaces. Further, these environmental

spaces, often designed to support sustainable land

justice narratives could be extended and integrated

and water management such as flood protection; that

with work/campaigning to demonstrate the ways in

former uses can be understood as part of a series of

which particularly urban wetlands support social

contested practices, or uncomfortable articulations, as

justice concerns. By connecting expanding access into

we consider wetland futures.

less managed spaces and learning to ‘be in nature’,
the inference is that wetlands can support more than

6.2.3 Bio-security: Recognizing human agency in the

ecosystems services; they can connect with politically

creation of invasive species

resonant environmental and social justice concerns too.

In order to contextualize the possibility of invasive

6.2.5 Post Brexit landscapes: Changing legal frameworks

mosquito species in English wetlands as a result of
globalized trading and the impacts of climate change

and land management practices

in creating warmer, wetter temperate regions, we see

Finally, we need to consider a post Brexit landscape;

a need to refer back to past bio-security issues on

both the changing legal, regulatory and policy landscape

English wetlands. Malaria as a chronic English disease

and also the very tangible impacts these will have on

can be traced back to the Iron Age. Human agency

future land management practices. Our consideration of

regarding drainage channel construction on marshland

land and water management scholarship suggests that
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many wetland landscapes, currently farmed, may need

not engage with the wider wetlands but are interested

to be managed differently in a post-Brexit era. This is

in the spectacle of the murmurations and that this does

because EU Common Agricultural Policy subsidies and

not forge a closer connectivity to wildlife. Poor public

stewardship practices will change because funding

transport was viewed as a deterrent for families to

will change and also there will be moves towards re-

access these sites and that, as with Bedfordshire, there

evaluating English/British food security and our role

is a lack of knowing ‘what to do’ when in nature because

within global food trading markets.

of a growing lack of connectivity with natural spaces and

6.3 Place-based Findings

attendant wildlife. They suggest that more work with
young people or schools is needed to enable this closer

This section describes the key social and biological

connectivity and that environmental studies needs to

findings from within our three in-depth case study sites,

become a part of key stage (KS) 1 and 2 school curricula.

exploring the wetland values held by special interest
groups (SIGs) and findings on sense of place. In addition

Recreational use supporting health and wellbeing

to the socio-cultural research, selected results from

Birding, bat monitoring, walking, art activities such

mosquito sampling are presented.

as painting, photography and writing, an interest in
anthropology as well as elements of the esoteric (due

6.3.1 Somerset Levels

to the influence of the ‘vale of Avalon’) all attract SIGs

Specialist Interest Group (SIG) conceptualisation of the

and non-experts to these sites. Even on wet and cold

Somerset Levels and their views of non-SIG perspectives

days the car park of the Avalon Marshes visitor centre

These wetlands are viewed as quintessential ‘natural’

is populated, as is the Westhay Moor car park and the

wetlands (although they were formed as a result of

parking bay near Shapwick Heath. Yet some SIGs felt

human agency in the Neolithic era) by the SIGs. All

that these reserves were still not inclusive spaces; the

speak of their wildness and embeddedness within the

perception was they continue to attract a cohort of

Somerset Levels’ landscape; with Glastonbury Tor the

white, retired couples and walkers during the week and

pivotal orientating landmark. Shapwick Heath attracts

middle-class families at the weekend. It was felt that

visitors due to a local historic landmark known as the

more outreach could be undertaken by Somerset Wildlife

Sweet Track, and its reconstruction. This is viewed by

Trust and Natural England to encourage other groups

SIGs as a very positive attribute for getting the public/s

to use these spaces for recreation. One interviewee

onto these wetlands. Many noted that at the weekend

suggested that if more recreational groups knew about

and school holidays, Shapwick Heath is busy with

the designated footpaths, or if discussions could take

families cycling alongside the rhynes (drainage ditches)

place regarding using the rhynes for non-motorised

as these are safe spaces as no cars are allowed within

water activities then this would encourage a wider mix

the reserve. Although this deterred many SIGs from using

of people to access these wetlands.

Shapwick Heath and Westhay Moor at these times, as the

The respondents noted that family orientated activities

hides and car parks are busy, they were encouraged that

were supported by the reserve managers and this was

the sites were being used and enjoyed by non-specialist

viewed positively. SIGs working with young people

recreationists.

expressed dismay that activities on wetlands were

The autumn and winter starling murmurations in this area

discouraged because of three factors:

are a big tourist and SIG attraction; with a murmurations

1. Curricula factors: environmental studies not on

hotline run by Somerset Wildlife Trust. They noted

primary or secondary school curricula; ‘packed’ KS3

that tourists do not respect birding etiquette when

and KS4 curricula left no timetable space for off-site

viewing murmurations, impacting on their enjoyment of

educational visits.

these events; talking and clapping as the birds swarm
means the beating wings and inflight bird calls cannot

2. Impact of logistics: nowhere to park coaches; no

be heard. This includes inconsiderate car parking and

on-site toilet facilities away from the visitor centre;

blocking local roads. SIGs perceive these public/s do

problems of student-staff ratio; insurance issues.
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really had an issue with them, except for people

3. Lack of resources/capacity: insufficient budgets, staff

who do bat work” [Somerset SIG respondent]

availability and staff expertise to lead educational visits.
This accords with findings from Bedfordshire that

Mosquito fauna

outreach is perceived to be a key factor connecting

Traps from the Somerset Levels had the second highest

people with nature at a young age. This was seen as

abundance of mosquitoes from all twelve wetland sites

key to supporting inter- and intragenerational use of

sampled for mosquitoes. From the two adult traps here,

outdoor spaces, and particularly for wetlands as ‘harder

over 9,000 mosquitoes were collected, with individuals

to interpret’ spaces, to make nature accessible and

from nine different species. However, the majority (81%)

understandable to a wider cohort of possible users.

were Aedes cantans/Aedes annulipes. These two species
are morphologically very similar and share very similar

Contested water levels; for wildlife or for humans

life histories, so are often reported together. Their eggs

The interviews highlighted that these reserves are

are laid in shaded woodland pools, typical of the wet

contested landscapes. Some SIGs who do not use the

woodland found in the Somerset Levels (Figure 17).

wetlands view them as solely managed for wildlife – not
in harmony with nearby local communities. This was
manifested through water levels being viewed as being
kept too high on the sites, leading to flooding issues
further downstream after heavy rainfall events, or in
Springtime when the water levels are prone to natural
fluctuation. Two SIGs suggested that management
agencies did not engage fully with Internal Drainage
Board issues concerning water management, and that
there was a ‘fortress conservation’ approach to managing
the wetlands to the detriment of community relations
and concerns. For some SIGs there is the perception
of a rift between the environmental organisations and

Figure 17. Semi-permanent shaded woodland pools in the
Avalon Marshes, Somerset, are subject to wetting and drying
regimes, making them suitable habitat for Aedes cantans and
Aedes annulipes.

some long-standing inhabitants of surrounding villages
regarding the creation of the wetlands around thirty
years ago. This suggests that historical ‘hangovers’
regarding social justice processes can act to hinder local

Both species are serious nuisance-biters of a broad

engagement with emergent, or repurposed, landscapes.

range of mammals, including humans and livestock,

If we compare the Somerset reserves with the country

although neither are considered primary or secondary

parks in Bedford, then we see differences in the

vectors of disease. Egg hatch relies on periodic drying

implementation and management of the sites and their

and re-wetting cycles; if deemed necessary, managing

public communication and how these impact on SIG/

water levels to keep pools and ditches wet could inhibit

non-SIG engagements with wetland spaces.

this process and reduce numbers of emerging adults.

Perceptions of nuisance insects

6.3.2 Alkborough Flats

As with the Bedford sites, mosquitoes appear to have

SIG conceptualisation of Alkborough Flats and their

low visibility amongst the SIG respondents. Horseflies,
midges and ticks are perceived as the dominant pest on

views of non-SIG perspectives

these sites.

As the most recently constructed of the wetland case
study sites, and the one with the smallest surrounding

“there is a bit of trepidation about doing stuff on

population, Alkborough Flats has a scattered SIG profile,

Shapwick because… you do feel slightly unhealthier

with many visiting the site from a wide geographical area

when you’ve been eaten alive by horse flies and

across Lincolnshire and South Yorkshire. As a result, a

mossies… but I’ve never come across anybody who’s

focus group was not undertaken in these wetlands,
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unlike the Somerset and Bedfordshire case study areas.

diversity was mirrored both in the interviewees, who

The SIGs that were interviewed were a mix between

were all white, and during the site visits, where no

those that used the Flats on a weekly/daily basis and

other people from ethnic minorities were encountered.

those that visited in relation to seeing specific species or

The impression is of a space dominated by a white

for another stated activity. These wetlands are viewed

community with an older cohort of users. There is little

by SIGs as ‘in progress’ due to their targeted creation

available public transport to the site. The WetlandLIFE

as part of the estuarine tidal defence scheme, rather

project artists identified that few visitors come from the

than specifically curated as an LNR or designated SSSI.

largest nearest conurbation, Scunthorpe, and this was

They are recognised as managed spaces but welcomed

reflected by the SIG profile that were interviewed; no

for creating a recreational space in an area which has

participants from Scunthorpe were identified. While a

benefitted from the creation of flat footpaths and

lack of transport might be one reason for this population

accessible parking. As a result, SIGs comment that older

not accessing the site, other factors might include a

dog-walkers are the predominant users of this site,

lack of engagement or visibility of the site in a range of

alongside a cohort of dedicated birders and wildlife

different communities. Resolving this issue was beyond

photographers. There are other wetlands with visitor

the scope of this research.

centres nearby, and SIGs see these as attracting a wider

The Alkborough Flats Management Committee had a

diversity of general visitor.

low visibility when interviewees were asked about the

SIGs use the site all year round, and throughout the

governance of the site; only three interviewees knew

day and suggest that it is the relative remoteness of

the identity of the management committee. Generally

the space that makes it attractive, particularly for the

speaking, the impression of Alkborough was of a site

murmurations, as many visitors choose to visit the

where fewer attempts were being made to encourage

wetlands with visitor centre/toilet facilities instead.

larger numbers of visitors in comparison to wetlands

In comparison with the Somerset case study site, the

close by such as Far Ings and Waters’ Edge Country Park.

experience of viewing the murmurations at Alkborough

However, many interviewees reiterated how the solitude

with less visitors meant the sounds the birds created

and quietude of the sites was its biggest attraction. For

made it a much more sensory experience. Other SIGs

them, the bird hides are the spaces either to withdraw

noted that the relative solitude of the space was

and be alone in – or in which to be sociable. The difference

attractive although it was also suggested that this may

seemed to be in the timing of the bird hide visits, in that

deter a wider visiting public as the lack of a ‘honeypot’

there would be an unspoken etiquette for daytime (more

centre and relatively few signage boards deter the

sociable) and early morning/early evening visits (less

casual visitor. It was also felt by two SIGs that the Drax

sociable) visits. These seemed to reenergise and act as

power station’s cooling towers served to deter visitors

restorative visits for the SIGs – replenishing mental and

as this made the site feel too industrialised. Although

physical wellbeing.

the site has played a key part in military and American

Some SIGs felt more could be done to celebrate the

history, along with commercial endeavours along the

other heritages of the site, such as the military history

Humber, these elements have not been significantly

of the second world war (lookout posts are still on the

incorporated into the narrative of the space which some

site), along with the influence of the Gainsborough

SIGs felt would pull other types of visitors in, alongside

Pilgrims. However, some visitors are drawn to the turf

the current birders, walkers and photographers.

maze known as Julian’s Bower, and also to the earthwork

Recreational use supporting health and wellbeing

known as Countess Close, with visits documented on

During the time spent onsite, no evidence of vandalism

Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. While promoting these
spaces might be a way of widening the scope of the

was observed and littering, fouling or fly tipping did

site to increase the numbers of visitors, this has to be

not seem problematic. The main recreational uses are

balanced with the needs of the wildlife and the current

walking, birding and wildlife photography. The ethnic

sense of peace and solitude associated with the area.

profile of North Lincolshire is 98% white and this low
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Accessing the site
Two interviewees noted that a popular footpath, the
Nev Cole Way (NCW), was no longer in use due to a
nearby road development which cut through the 60-mile
footpath. It was reported in an interview that attempts
to petition North Lincolnshire Council to explore
instigating a footbridge have not led to any outcomes,
though this has not been independently verified by the
research team. Two interviewees mentioned that they
and their groups visit AF less because of NCW being
closed and they speculated that it has led to a decline
in visitors. Given that walking groups from across North

Figure 18. Flooded grassland on the landward side of the old
seawall at Alkborough Flats in May 2018. The seawall was
breached in September 2006.

Lincolnshire and South Yorkshire visit Alkborough
Flats, contributing to the local economy by dinning out
and staying overnight, any reduction of this activity will
also have knock on implications for other parts of the

6.3.3 Bedford Urban Wetland Parks

economy.

SIG conceptualisation of Bedford’s wetlands and their
views of non-SIG perspectives

Perceptions of nuisance insects

Some SIGs see Priory Country Park as more of an urban park

As with the Bedford and Somerset sites, the interviewees

than a ‘wetland’. This shapes whether SIG users choose to

spoke of mosquitoes having a low visibility, with

access the space – in interview it was speculated that many

horseflies, midges and ticks perceived as the dominant

naturalists opt for other wetland spaces in the county for

pests on these sites.

their recording activities. This appears to be partly species

Mosquito fauna

driven, and also a desire for quieter spaces relatively close

Across all twelve wetland case study sites that were

by (i.e. 20-minute drive out of Bedford/Marston Moretaine).

sampled in the project, the single trap with the greatest

Some voiced anxiety about safety concerns in urban green-

number of mosquitoes was located in Alkborough Flats,

blue spaces; others were deterred by the littering and

collecting 11,228 mosquitoes, 92% of which were the

other behaviours which involves large groups of people

species Aedes caspius; this equated to over 1,000 biting

or dogs off-leads. However, volunteers and those running

mosquitoes per day during it peak abundance in July and

health related businesses onsite (walking clubs, sailing,

August. This species dominated catches in Alkborough

children’s’ activities) have close, often inter-generational

and is documented to bite at dawn and dusk, but also

connections with the space, and talk of its importance for

during the day. It is associated with slightly brackish

all aspects of their wellbeing and those of their clients.

flooded grass and estuarine habitats, both found on

This cohort is not wildlife orientated, so quietude is not so

Alkborough Flats and in surrounding areas (Figure

important to their practice.

18). Aedes caspius can be a severe nuisance-biter in

Many interviewees suggested that a lack of engagement by

coastal areas and is a known Rift Valley fever vector in

the general public/s with some of the site designated as an

Egypt. Ten other species of mosquito were identified

LNR (Fenlake Meadows) was due to a pre/miss-conception

in Alkborough, including Anopheles claviger, one of the

that the whole space is a public park, i.e. managed for public

most common mosquitoes of permanent wetlands in

amenity. This impacts on the ways that non specialist users

the UK, with two seasonal peaks in the adult population,

use/don’t use the space. It was argued that dissonance

the first around May and the second around September.

was created by the play area and picnic benches giving

It is a recognised malaria vector, although is not

the impression that it was a park with a lake – even though

thought to have been significantly involved in historic

this is at odds with the environment found in the meadows

malaria transmission in the UK.

and Finger Lakes, which are less intensively managed. SIGs
claimed that the natural habitat management schema
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makes areas of Priory Country Park appear to the general

and great crested grebe, amongst many others. Millennium

public/s as scruffy, unkempt and as if the site is not properly

Country Park is younger and so slower to catch up with the

maintained –and this encourages activities such as littering,

varieties of wildlife on-site. On both sites, volunteers feel

green and foul waste dumping, and fly tipping. This typifies

connected to the site and take ownership over its wellbeing

the difficult management environment at the park, where

in terms of monitoring use by visitors, wildlife health and

a need to maintain habitat and biodiversity can appear

promoting the sites. There is intergenerational connectivity

to be at odds with the requirement for a more ‘orderly’

on both sites. At Priory Country Park, many volunteers came

appearance to encourage suitable public behaviour on site.

with parents and school friends when they were young and
as older adults are still living in Bedford and using the

The expansion of Priory Country Park into the ‘Bedford

site. These same volunteers both have brought their own

River Valley Park’ was viewed positively, as creating a linked

children and grandchildren and help with youth activities

series of accessible waterside recreational areas along the

such as sailing and paddle boarding at the Marina. For many

river, connecting with other high visibility wetland spaces

of the volunteers at Millennium Country Park, their wildlife

such as the Danish Camp. Yet many participants speculated

and environment interests pre-date the designation of the

that most Priory Country Park users were not aware of the

space, as they would utilise the farmland and ‘scrubland’

extent of the park along the Great River Ouse as many users

that now includes the park, for birding and playing as

remained within the ‘honeypot’ of the car park, marina and

youngsters. Some voiced concerns that the Cambridge-

café/toilets. Interviewees did not see this as a failure of

Oxford Arc might negatively impact on the ‘Forest of

Bedford Borough Council, but more to do with a general

Marston Vale’ ambition, with some suggesting that the park

disconnection people have with natural space and a failure

was a form of off-setting – that Bedford-Milton Keynes

of curiosity to access the rather more overgrown spaces

would become one conurbation with Millennium Country

of the site. Interviewees also identified similar issues in

Park as its bounded green-blue space.

both Millennium and Priory Country Parks and a lack of

Sociability, physical health and mental replenishment are

confidence by the general public in ‘being in nature’.

all attributed as benefits of working and using both sites.

Millennium Country Park is viewed by SIGs as an artificially

There is a common refrain concerning transformational

constructed space but welcomed for its rationale to reclaim

life events – episodes of physical and mental ill health,

land within the hinterland between Bedford and Milton

retirement, redundancy, death of a loved one – and the

Keynes. SIGs suggest that their contribution as specialist

different ways in which activities on these Bedfordshire

recreationists is a ‘work in progress’ toward transforming

wetlands have supported participants in their recovery.

this space into a Community Forest. This ‘transformational’

Whilst wetlands per se may not be the driver, the inference

activity has created strong bonds between volunteers

is that because these are urban/peri-urban spaces, their

and the rangers. The narrative of Millennium Country Park

accessibility and perceived ‘wildness’ are key factors in

reflects that of nearby Milton Keynes’s history, as a Post

SIG users’ recovery. Respondents who are volunteers at

War New Town, as a collective endeavour in place making

the two country parks spoke of the self-regard nurtured

and identity building. New housing development alongside

through skills developed on-site, including learning to use

the site has encouraged families to integrate Millennium

chain saws, driving flat-bed trucks, tree planting, riverside

Country Park in their recreational routines, but adolescent

clearance using machinery; all needed specialist training

littering and fouling remains a persistent challenge for the

and these skills can subsequently be transferred to other

rangers and volunteers, especially in the bird hides. These

sites and activities. All of these led to the impression of

‘othering’ uses of the site have been attributed to a lack of

developing specialist knowledge on-site in supporting

socially provided youth activities/centres in a burgeoning

flourishing self-identity and of becoming needed and

residential space. This highlights that the local social and

valued. These works were in tandem with learning about

economic context impacts on wetland management.

different wildlife species on sites and the types of habitats

Recreational use supporting health and wellbeing

they need, and the ways this calls for precise forms of

Priory Country Park has a great diversity of wildlife –

specialist wildlife management.

including three species of bats, otters, kingfishers, muntjac,
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Ceremony, remembrance and memory making

accessed away from the two country parks. Horseflies

Both parks can, in some ways, be thought of as memorial

and midges were deemed the greatest irritants, with most
people feeling that these are the insects most likely to deter

and celebratory spaces. At Priory Country Park benches with

visitors. Mosquitoes had low visibility and interviewees

memorial plaques are dotted throughout the site. Diyas are

welcomed them for biodiversity but felt that the general

found in the Finger Lakes at Diwali, reflecting some of the

public were less likely to visit the wet woodlands where it

ethnic diversity of Bedford. The café and playpark are used

was thought mosquitoes were most likely to be encountered

for birthdays and gatherings. At Millennium Country Park
the Forest Centre hosts weddings, charity cycle races and is

on both sites.

used for community events. The events hosted on the sites,

Mosquito fauna

including bug hunting and pond dipping, are memorialised

Relative to all twelve sites that were sampled, Bedford

through selfies and SnapChat streams. In these ways the

traps yielded a moderate to low number of adult

sites are enmeshed in people’s life stories, especially as

mosquitoes. Despite this, thirteen different species were

they are orientated around family recreational events. This

detected, which is the greatest species richness of any of

is echoed in the Somerset site, but not with Alkborough

the twelve sites sampled. This included the only instance

which does not appear to host or experience these types

of the very rare species, Culiseta subochrea, about which

of events.

little is known, and Aedes sticticus, which is also rare

There are material memorial artefacts which populate both

in England and was detected in only three other sites.

sites; tree planting ceremonies and plaques; benches with

Interestingly, there were differences in results between

epitaphs; stone tablets with inscriptions on visitor centres

the two traps, one of which was in an area of Priory Country

and bird hides. Some respondents talked of the importance

Park managed with a focus on visitor amenity, while the

of these artefacts, both as part of on-site everyday use and

other was located in the adjacent Fenlake Meadows LNR,

visibility, and in place-making. These artefacts connect

where management emphasises conservation (Figure 19).

SIGs with former volunteers and those who love/d these

The trap in the conservation area produced approximately

wetlands.

ten times the total number of mosquitoes as that in the
amenity area and nearly double the number of species,

Perceptions of nuisance insects

including the records of Aedes sticticus and Culiseta

Ticks were the arthropod species that SIGs were most

subochrea, highlighting Culicid biodiversity can be high in

anxious about, mostly on the moors and heaths that they

urban conservation areas.

Figure 19. Some areas of Fenlake Meadows Local Nature Reserve consist of wet fields, grazed by cattle and bordered by ditches, providing
habitat for diverse mosquito fauna and a range of other wildlife species, especially invertebrates; however, the less manicured appearance
of these areas can sometimes lead to them being perceived as ‘poorly managed’ or ‘neglected’.
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6.4 The values of wetlands for health and
wellbeing: benefits, disbenefits and sense of place

Often participants reported that mosquitoes are not

Community Voice Method generated rich qualitative

towards mosquito presence were mostly quite muted –

something they have thought much about. Attitudes
generally an annoyance rather than a hostile response.

data revealing values and experiences around wetlands,

However, there were some exceptions, where mosquitoes

and views towards mosquitoes, in each of our study

were met with indifference, or generated visceral dislike

sites. Summaries of some key themes that were explored

and observations of populations that were seen to be

are described below.

changing for the worse over time,

6.4.1 Mosquitoes: views, experiences and perceptions

“Mosquitoes, I hate them, yeah. There’s loads more

of risk

mosquitoes about now than what there used to be, yeah

Perceptions of the extent and frequency of human–

there is, big ones too” [Dave, Somerset].

mosquito interactions were variable across the sites and
between individuals. Generally, mosquitoes were not

Mosquitoes were also referenced against other biting

considered a serious issue by participants. Anecdotally,

insects, with some – particularly horseflies – sometimes

participants in Bedford appeared to have the least

being the subject of greater disdain than the mosquito.

interaction with mosquitoes, and Somerset the most.

There was also some admiration for the insects,

Mosquito interactions were not experienced at all by

“I love mosquitoes! I’ll say it again, I love mosquitoes!...

many participants:

I'm convinced that one of the biggest problems facing…

“I haven’t ever been bitten all the time I’ve been walking

our bird life, certainly farmland birds and wetland birds,

down there” [Pat, Alkborough, resident],

is the lack of insects” [Bob, Bedford, conservation
professional],

but more commonly mosquitoes were an irritant. Only in
some exceptional cases were they perceived as a serious

particularly in relation to their role in ecosystems,

issue or with impacts upon human health:

This was widely acknowledged, or at least assumed,

“They do have quite a significant impact on our life… to

particularly

the point that a couple of our children we sleep in the

mosquitoes as food for birds and bats, and also in the

with

respect

to

the

importance

of

summer under mosquito nets because they get so badly

context of the broader decline of insects, in Europe and

bitten” [Bethan, Somerset, farmer].

globally, over recent decades (and the impact this has on
bird populations). For example,

Those affected by mosquitoes – particularly nature

“It’s an inconvenience but everything has its place,

watchers, volunteers, and those living very near or

and maybe without the mosquitos we wouldn’t have so

working in wetlands – often take precautions or make
adaptations, including appropriate clothing, avoiding

many swallows. So it’s swings and roundabouts” [Simon,

certain places at certain times of day and using

Alkborough, farmer], and

repellents and fire smoke:

“They’re a fact of life and to be honest, they are probably

“It’s an absolute nightmare, this summer has been

the biggest factor in the food chain, there are billions of
them out there.” [Bill, Somerset, conservation volunteer].

terrible and they absolutely attack you… I put mosquito
bands on, and do you know, I’d rather be out here like

Mosquitoes were also considered as a subject of interest,

this, if you light a little fire, I’ve got a chiminea, it gets rid

“I find them fascinating actually” [Anna, Bedford, reserve

of them…, generally it’s not the end of the world if you do
those things” [Zoe, Alkborough resident].

manager],

In a more extreme case, one family in Somerset have

and there were also some opinions expressed about the
intrinsic rights of mosquitoes to exist as part of life on

used mosquito nets in their home. Mosquitoes have also
been reported to have had some impact upon cattle and

Earth (in a disease-free context) e.g.

horses, although again as an irritant.

“They’re just part of the wildlife. They’ve got as much
right to be here as anything else” [David, Bedford].
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Generally, patterns in mosquito presence or density over

from Europe or with, obviously we keep having threats

time were not observed, although there was speculation

of bluetongue and other associated diseases and so,

that the Bedford site may have had a larger population

yes, there’s always a big worry with any specific insect”

in the past,

[Helen, Alkborough, farmer].

“they’ve declined quite a lot, …there were quite big

This was raised in reference to climate change, and also

swarms of them 20 years ago and so on, which they’re not

the presence of indigenous malaria in Britain in the past:

now, it’s just the occasional one or two in comparison to

“I do think about them, yes, because they could spread

what they used to be” [Dave, ornithologist],

and bring their diseases over. Because as we get warmer

whilst in Somerset, there were some reports of an

they'll travel. Back in about 1800 people were supposed

increase,

to suffer from malaria here... Yeah, mosquitoes could be
a great problem” [Hazel, Somerset, local historian], and

“I think we are so close to open water and over the years,
the 20 years that we’ve been here, living as a couple here

“With climate change we know things like Zika virus has

with our family, I would say that it has progressively, year

been moving. There are some very real issues, but it’s

on year, got worse” [Bethan, farmer].

associated with climate change and it’s why we should
all take climate change seriously and we should do

In Alkborough, no change had been observed in the

something about it” [Elliot, Alkborough].

presence of mosquitoes since the realignment by most

However, the risk of mosquitoes was also considered in

participants:

the context of other vector borne diseases in wetlands,

“I haven't noticed any more since they've done the thing

particularly Lyme disease, which is a bacterial infection

on the Flats at all. You know, different years you get

transmitted by ticks; Lyme disease transmission

more mosquitoes than others, but I can't honestly say

is managed through education and other adaptive

that I've been bitten more recently” [Louise, Alkborough,

precautionary measures, so potential future mosquito-

resident], and

borne diseases may also be managed in a similar

“I would say we’ve had no more problems. We’ve always

way. There was some concern about the human or

had mosquitoes from the river, but I would say we’ve had

environmental impact of control methods for disease-

no more problems since it was turned into a wetlands

carrying mosquitoes, for instance chemical control via

than it was before really, personally” [Nick, farmer].

insecticides:

However, one farmer had experienced an increase in

“I’ve got more of a problem with people using what I would

mosquito presence and interactions:

consider to be questionable chemicals, I’d be far more
worried about people using chemicals to destroy things

“There are more. There are more. And I don’t know

when I was concerned about the effect that that had on

whether it’s just because there are more, but they seem
to be hungrier. If you’re down there on the wrong sort of

the environment and people” [Isabelle, Alkborough], and

day, it’s bad, and also the cows suffer far more with flies

“I would hope somebody comes up with an idea on how to

than they did in the past. But it’s not an insurmountable

control them, without doing any more damage with too

problem” [Simon, Alkborough farmer and resident].

many chemicals… I am aware that some of the chemicals
that have been used to destroy mosquitoes, really can

The risks of mosquitoes to human health did not appear

do other damage so I would hope that there’s research

to be at the forefront of participants’ concerns, neither
generally nor in relation to wetlands. Nevertheless, there

going on” [David, Bedford, angler].

was some unease and anxiety about future disease risk

There was also mention of the need for monitoring of

– malaria and Zika virus in particular – and also disease

the mosquito populations and disease risk:

risk for horses and cattle, for example bluetongue, a

“Monitoring, it helps. It helps know what species there

viral disease of livestock transmitted by midges:

are. It helps to know what relative numbers there are so

“I think as livestock farmers we’re always worried about

that if there radical changes and those radical changes

any insect, particularly if it’s coming on a wind source
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are likely to impact on other organisms, then I think we

“We’re just sitting on this island surrounded by wetlands

need to know and make rational decisions about that”

and in the winter when it floods, you are just surrounded

[Fred, Somerset, conservation volunteer].

by a sea of water, so that’s when you say wetlands to me,
that’s what it means to me” [David, Somerset, farmer],

Most participants felt they would adapt to increases in

and

mosquito populations and/or disease risk, should these
occur, with minimal impact on their use and enjoyment

“So, when the tide’s in, obviously this is covered, and

of wetlands. However, there was some concern that

it is all wetlands, and you can only go to the paths. For

such changes could impact them in this way, or if not

me wetlands means birds, it means life, and again just

themselves directly, other members of the public, which

water” [Zoe, Alkborough, resident].

could in turn reduce wider use, enjoyment and support

Many participants also viewed wetlands in terms of

for wetlands

their human-made dimension, for example the role of

“I guess we’re lucky that, at the moment our mosquitoes

drainage, water level management and reclamation:

aren’t carrying any serious diseases and that, which could

“It’s partly about reclaimed land, it’s partly about

make a big difference if something like malaria arrived

manmade landscape because wetlands, historically,

on the doorstep or some of the other mosquito-borne

either are very wet and people don’t live there or people

diseases then things might change” [David, Bedford].

get busy draining them and since Roman times and

6.4.2 Sense of Place

possibly before, people have been draining this area. So,

Meaning of wetlands

it’s very rich in a sort of history and human imprint on the
landscape and at the same time, it attracts a wonderful

Exploring interpretations of the term ‘wetlands’ provides

variety of wildlife” [Paul, Somerset].

some insight into how they are viewed both locally as
part of the landscape, and their broader significance.

In Somerset, the significance of the peat works in the

Across all three sites, the most common associations

existence of the wetland reserves was also recognised:

with the term ‘wetlands’ related the presence of water

“[the peatworks] was important because I mean it [the

in its different forms (e.g. lakes, rivers, open water, bogs

reserves] wouldn't be here. I mean, you've got over here

etc.) and the wildlife associated with these habitats,

in Somerset, Westhay Moor, it just wouldn't exist, it would

particularly wading and migratory birds, and reeds and

just be ground that would be too high. I mean now it’s full

rushes. ‘Wetlands’ were also interpreted as somewhere

of wildlife and, it's the same with the rest of the moor,

of wildness, openness, places of “life”, “mosaics” of

where the peat’s been dug out, that’s where the wildlife

habitats, “swampy places”, and places that participants

is” [Roger, Somerset, former turf digger],

could perhaps be present within:

and similarly, the history of the Bedford sites as restored

“I always imagine it as a little bit unkempt, lakes, rivers,

gravel pits was recognised:

streams, lots and lots of birds and just somewhere where

“I think probably only one natural lake, if that, in the

you can walk” [Debbie, Bedford, dog walker], and

whole of Bedfordshire, everything has been excavated

“For me a wetland is about water … it's about vibrancy,

due to mineral extraction” [David].

greenery and wildlife and things. I always associate

Some respondents, particularly in Bedford in the urban

wetlands with lots of life in them. … for me wetlands are

setting, did not initially associate the study sites as being

also places to explore and to kind of just spend time

a part of ‘wetlands’, which they considered as larger or

in as well, so it's not just about the wildlife” [Simon,

more open marshland areas, although on reflection,

Alkborough, farmer].

those participants began to view their environment as

Another interpretation of ‘wetlands’ was land that floods

part of a wetland landscape:

(particularly in Somerset, and also Alkborough), bringing

“I’d always thought of wetlands as marshy, boggy areas,

the dynamic and changing nature of the landscape into

as opposed to the wider context of the lakes, the rivers,

the forefront of its meaning:
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the whole eco type system that we have… my views now

calling or a broody snipe, that’s the thing you don’t hear

on wetlands have changed, in that it is the whole thing as

now, you used to go out and hear the broody snipe …

opposed to just a boggy, marshy area” [Brian], and

that’s a lovely site, out in the middle of nowhere and you
hear that, you think “Jesus, this is … there’s nothing like

“I hadn’t necessarily looked at it as a flooded gravel pit

it”, nothing like it” [Trevor, Somerset, farmer];

being a wetland area initially, but when you start looking

“In the winter if you're down there and you hear the

at it, it is” [Danny, Bedford, reserve manager].

curlew shriek, it's magic” [Sue, Alkborough, dog walker],

In Somerset, there was differentiation between the

and

wetland nature reserves and the surrounding wet

“I think it is the sounds, those sounds have been there

landscape which is locally known as the Moors:

for hundreds of years, it’s the skylarks and the stuff…,

“We think of the wetlands as Curry Moor where you've got

it’s the odd red shank squeaking, it’s the odd drumming

the cranes and they keep the water table high and down

snipe… it’s the sounds as much as the sights out there I

at Burbidge there where they manage the water. Whereas

think” [David, Somerset, farmer].

here we just think of the old peat pits full of water with
reed beds growing in them and they're getting the wildlife

As well as the bird calls, other natural sounds such as

and people looking at them” [Nick, Somerset, farmer].

the wind in the reeds, were also mentioned;

The term ‘wet lands’ therefore seemed more appropriate

“I very much think of the sounds of the reeds, I think that’s

and inclusive at this study site than ‘wetlands’. Public

what almost epitomises it to me on certain times of the

interpretation of wetlands to include landscapes and

day and different times of the year” [Gillian, Somerset,

environments beyond nature reserves may therefore be

artist].

important for engagement in wetland initiatives.

Additionally,

some

specific

human-made

sounds

The Senses

contribute to sense of place, for example, in Alkborough

Our senses are how we experience the world, and they

Flats, the sounds of the foghorn on a misty day and that
of the church bells in the village above the Flats, or, in

form an important part of sense of place in the wetlands.
In terms of sense of sight, colour was the prominent

Bedford’s Priory Country Park;

feature, particularly the green of the vegetation, and the

“the sound of the wind in the rigging on the boats… it’s

changing colours of the seasons, the mists, the colours

just a fantastic place to be” [Andy, Bedford, volunteer].

and reflections in the open water, the sunset and sunrise

Smell, taste and touch were not considered as important

(Fig. 19) – these sights can offer a profound sense of joy:

as sound and sight, although in Somerset the smell and

“I love a landscape, to rest your eyes on the colours, the

feel of peat held some significance, particularly through

forms, the shapes; for me, it’s that’s what life is actually

relationship with the past;

about and what sustains me and gives me more joy and

“It was nothing like burning peat or turf on your fire,

enjoyment in life than anything really” [Julie, Somerset,

wonderful smell, and that's what fuelled all the village for

reserve manager].

many years” [Hazel, Somerset, landowner and historian]

Across all sites, the sounds of the wetlands were even

and

more important than the visual stimuli. Bird songs as

“I feel a bit of a connection with the peat I suppose,

a chorus (often an invisible chorus from the reeds), or

because having grown up with it, the smell of it and

the individual calls of particular species, were widely

the feel of it and the texture of the old, what I call “old

appreciated and enjoyed by all stakeholder groups –

peat”, the sedge peat, which is more fibrous than the

geese and ducks, warblers, booming bitterns, drumming

black compost that you have now, has quite a boggy,

snipes, skylarks, starlings, and many others were

distinctive smell and it looks, or when I was a child, I used

mentioned;

to think it looked like wet tobacco almost and we used to

“There’s nothing better than going out there, you can’t

try smoking it!” [Karl, Somerset, farmer].

hear it so much, you go out there and you hear a lapwing
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Figure 20. Sunrise in Shapwick Heath, Somerset.

6.4.3 Health and Wellbeing

from historical features, or landmarks in the distance

The wetland sites were of high health and wellbeing

(Glastonbury Tor, York Minster). In terms of benefits, a
very common theme related to regenerative pathways:

value when examined from a qualitative perspective,

the wetlands provided quietness, peace, relaxation,

especially in terms of mental wellbeing, but also physical

calm, a place to reflect, ‘get away’ from stress, and were

health. The sites were used for working (e.g. farmers, site

also energizing, fun and enjoyable, giving a sense of

managers, artists), volunteering, bird / nature watching,
walking/dog-walking, cycling, angling and water sports.

freedom and autonomy:

Many participants reported visiting the wetlands many

“I like to come down little tracks, tracks like this, I’ve

times per week and often for extended periods.

got my favourite spot, my contemplative spot” [Jenny,

Mental wellbeing benefits were present across the

Shapwick Heath].

board – all types of stakeholders at all three sites. The

Spiritual benefits do play a role for some, but religious/

most significant contributor to mental wellbeing was

spiritual pathways were not a dominant theme. Many

nature, although there were multiple ways in which

mental wellbeing benefits also related to knowledge

people felt they benefitted in mental wellbeing from

– the ecological discovery involved, the stimulated

nature, and also from the different aspects of wetland

curiosity, and in some cases the challenge (e.g.

nature: specific taxa or species (birds were a particularly

identifying species), and place where you need ‘never

important feature of wetlands – not just visually but also

stop learning’. Knowledge was also gained indirectly

sounds), or landscape and abiotic features (open skies,

from nature through skills development, usually linked

light reflecting on the water, mists, etc). The human-

to the volunteering activities at the reserves. Creative

made features of the landscape also played a role in

pathways to mental wellbeing were present but not

sense of place and connection to place, often derived

dominant – this included tangible creative outputs, but
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water levels to be higher to support breeding birds,

also the creative stimulation of the mind and of ideas.

and the former preferring lower levels that support

Physical health benefits were also apparent from the

farming. The difficulty in maintaining viable farming in

wetland – fitness and exercise were a common and

the wetlands is in part related to the challenges arising

obvious benefit through various different recreational

from the wet conditions, along with far broader socio-

uses of the wetlands, as well as fresh air, and recovery

economic and political drivers. The loss of smaller,

from injury and illness. The attractiveness of the wetland

traditional farming in the area, and of traditional

environment is motivating for getting out into the

knowledge, and the precarious viability of small-scale

outdoors for physical health benefits. Access for those

farming as a livelihood for future generations, were all

with limited mobility was also seen quite positively at

topics of passionate concern to a number of participants

these sites, aided by good paths, seating and car parks,

in this study site. Related to this, issues surrounding

for example. Negative health impacts from the wetlands

respect for farmers’ knowledge (including ecological

did not appear to be common – there was some concern

knowledge) and their role in decision-making were felt

of the impacts of coldness and damp in the Somerset

to be in need of addressing. These issues are significant

site, and the physical demands of farming in challenging

when considering wetlands, or ‘wet lands’ in their setting

wetland conditions.

in a rural landscape.

Wellbeing benefits go beyond the restorative effects

In the urban case study of Bedford, the issues were

of being in nature and include relational wellbeing –

more typical of any urban park – e.g. tensions around

particularly social relations and sense of community.

responsible dog walking, litter and environmental

In some cases, this was the dominant contributor

disregard, vandalism, and some conflicts between

(compared to nature itself) for mental wellbeing. Sense

the multiple recreational user groups, rather than

of community appeared in many forms through the

wetland-specific concerns. The biggest issues appear

study sites and participants, but obvious groups related

to be funding cuts and difficulties maintaining funding

to volunteers, shared recreational activities (e.g. dog

streams, and in particular, the loss of park rangers

walking, watersports, or bird watching), and through

from Priory Country Park (Bedford Borough Council

living and working in a community within or near the

underwent a significant restructuring during the course

wetland. In the Alkborough site, the dominant sense of

of the research, resulting in the loss of a number of

community was not related to the wetland at all, and

park ranger roles). For Millennium Country Park and the

instead came through belongingness to the village.

surrounding wet landscape, the threat of development

Relational wellbeing can also include a retrospective

(housing, but also a waste incinerator) was of concern.

sense of place and belonging; those with family ancestry

In Alkborough, the main issues related to either the

in the study sites tended to feel closely (often deeply)

decision and/or execution of the managed realignment,

connected to the landscape, creating a sense of wellbeing

with some (although certainly not all), feeling that the

through this pathway. Memories of place (be that of

stakeholder participation process was not managed

people or nature – or both – in place) also contributed

well, as well as references made to the lack of continued

to participants’ sense of place and wellbeing, again

management of the site. With this latter point, while basic

through an element of belongingness.

management is maintained, an issue raised was the lack

6.4.4 Challenges

of public engagement and education opportunities (e.g.

The differences in the social and environmental

guided walks), and lack of visibility of any site managers.

characteristics of the three in-depth case study sites

Whilst the challenges of the three sites may be quite

became particularly apparent when examining wetland

different and site specific, in many ways the future

challenges. In Somerset, an area of agricultural reversion,

visions had more similarities – often a preference to

water level preferences were a particular cause of

maintain in its current state, while improving education

contention. This was felt to be between farming and

opportunities and visitation (although within limits), and

conservation interests, the latter typically preferring

a desire for funding and political support for the sites.
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6.5 Mosquito ecology in English wetlands

breeding in aquatic habitats depending upon whether

6.5.1 Mosquito biodiversity

the wetland remains wet all year, dries out in winter
and/or or summer, and whether the wetland is wooded,

Sampling of adult and larval mosquitoes in the three

shaded or open. Depth of water is also important.

in-depth and nine supporting case study sites revealed
a diversity of British species. There was also variation

British mosquitoes can essentially be separated into

in species composition and abundance both within

different functional groups (Figure 21), according to their

and between sites. Over 39,000 adult mosquitoes were

life history traits. They either oviposit on water or on

collected and identified from the traps (two traps at

land (which is likely to be subsequently submerged). For

every site), with the number of species represented

those species that oviposit on land, the eggs hatch either

totalling 19 of the 36 species known to be found in

in autumn/winter and develop in winter/spring flooded

Britain. Over 80 discrete aquatic habitats across the

habitats (i.e. the woodland Aedes species) or the eggs

twelve in-depth and supporting case study sites were

hatch in spring and develop in summer flooded habitats

identified, categorised according to biotic, abiotic and

(i.e. the floodwater Aedes species, usually in open

management characteristics and sampled for mosquito

habitats). In a few species, such as Aedes geniculatus,

larvae, three times each (late Spring, mid-Summer, and

Anopheles plumbeus and Orthopodomyia pulcripalpis,

early Autumn). The rigorous adult and larval sampling

they lay their eggs in tree holes and hatch when the tree

across diverse wetland habitats in England produced

hole is subsequently flooded.

the first mosquito fauna records for a number of sites

For those species that lay on water, some species (i.e.

and records of rare mosquito species, including Culiseta

Anopheles maculipennis s.l. [i.e. Anopheles messae],

subochrea and Aedes sticticus.

Anopheles claviger, Coquillettidia richiardii) tend to

6.5.2 Predictive algorithm for mosquito habitat suitability

exploit permanent habitats. Other species (i.e. Culiseta

An algorithm for predicting the mosquito species likely

annulata, Culex pipiens, but also Anopheles claviger) are

to be associated with wetland habitats in England was

pioneer species, exploiting flooded habitats.

devised. Over two seasons (2017 and 2018), the algorithm

The types of habitat listed in the wetland mosquito

was tested through two rounds of field verification and

prediction tool are based on the ecological, hydrological

revision. The initial algorithm was based on existing

and management characteristics that are most relevant

literature on the habitat preferences of British mosquito

to these aspects of mosquito ecology. The most

species, data from PHE’s National Mosquito Survey

important factors that influence the mosquito species

and other published material. Subsequent iterations

suitability of a given aquatic habitat are:

of the algorithm drew from both the empirical field

• Permanence of the water, as determined by the timing

data, where habitats were classified according to

and duration of natural or deliberate flooding

characteristics relevant to mosquito ecology and then

• Water movement (both lotic and surface water

species predictions based on these characteristics
tested through sampling, and the practical experience

movement)

of characterising habitats, making categories and

• Water salinity

descriptions more informative and easier to use.

• Degree of vegetation cover

The habitats included in the tool are intended to be
simple, generic descriptors that cover a range of more

• Whether the habitat is cloistered or open

refined habitat typologies. There are many different types

Other features that are considered in the tool include

of wetland habitat and the generic approach taken here

the level of sunlight on the water, its temperature, pH

is the most appropriate for assessing mosquito habitat,

and nutrient load, and associations with certain species

rather than using other advanced systems, such as the

of aquatic flora.

British National Vegetation Classification. Essentially,
British mosquito species respond in different ways to
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i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

male

mammals

Species

Group

univoltine

Cq. richiardii

1a

multivoltine

An. claviger

1b

An. maculipennis s.l.

water
mammals

multivoltine

Cs. annulata / subochrea

1c

Cx. modestus

female
birds

Cx. pipiens s.l.

multivoltine

1d

Cx. torrentium
Ae. annulipes
Ae. cantans

Mosquito

Ae. flavescens

univoltine
eggs

2a

Ae. punctor

mammals

Ae. rusticus
Ae. sticticus
Ae. cinereus

land

Ae. caspius

multivoltine

2b

Ae. detritus
Ae. vexans

Functional groups:
i. Oviposition site
ii. Overwintering stage
iii. Preferred blood host
iv. Generations per year

eggs (larvae)

mammals

multivoltine

larvae (eggs)

birds

univoltine

Ae. geniculatus

2c

An. plumbeus
Cs. fumipennis

2d

Cs. morsitans

Figure 21. Functional groups of selected British mosquito species.

It is important to remember that just because a habitat

different mosquitoes in different ways, both in denuding

may be suitable for a species it does not necessarily

habitat for some species, or creating mass emergence of

mean that species will be found there. There are many

mosquitoes in others. Such events can see a consequent

other aspects that can determine whether a particular

shift in species diversity and abundance. In the case of

mosquito species will be found in any given habitat,

summer flooding, whether natural or human-influenced,

including its ability to disperse into the habitat and

the soaking of previously unflooded mosquito eggs

the presence of aquatic and terrestrial predators in

(usually Aedes species) can lead to the most dramatic

the immediate habitat and wider landscape, which will

impacts. In coastal areas, spring tides around the

influence the abundance of mosquitoes at different life

equinoxes can have a similar impact on stranded

stages, as will the availability and proximity of potential

mosquito eggs (e.g. Aedes detritus).

hosts for adults. Planned, chance and unexpected

The

events can affect a habitat’s suitability in the long

principles

of

these

parameters

have

been

incorporated into a flow-chart-based tool that can be

and short term, and these influences may not always

used to begin the process of auditing a wetland area

be obvious, even when there is close oversight and

for potential mosquito populations. Combining this

stringent management of an area. Extreme weather

with profiles on the life history and phenology of the

events such as drought and summer floods can impact

most common British mosquito species, information on
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mosquito sampling, control, potential disease risks and

Awareness of a local mosquito problem (‘scourge’),

ecological interactions, and wider work on the multiple

and its negative economic consequences (depressing

values of wetlands and perceptions of mosquitoes

property values, for instance), did not always result in

discovered during the project, a handbook for policy

action comparable to that on Hayling Island, Hampshire,

makers and practitioners has been produced (Hawkes et

where a mosquito control institute was established in

al., 2020). This is intended to provide wetland managers,

1920 (Figure 22). Sometimes, the response took the form

policy and decision makers and a general readership

of denial. Some town councils in other resorts on the

with the evidence-base to support wetland management

English Channel were disinclined to acknowledge the

into the future.

existence of a ‘mosquito problem’ for fear of putting

6.6 Historical perspectives on mosquito research
and control in Britain

off visitors, echoed today in the unwillingness of some
wetland sites to engage in the WetlandLIFE project due
to fear of creating or fuelling fear of mosquitoes that

The project’s historical research has focused on the role

may undermine support for the wetland. The underlying

of Britain’s non-lethal (so-called ‘nuisance’) mosquitoes

rationale for a do-nothing policy was that sufficient

– the kind of mosquito that Sir Ronald Ross (recipient of

numbers of (blissfully unaware) ‘first-time’ visitors

the Nobel Prize for establishing the link between malaria

would compensate for those that did not return because

transmission and the mosquito) characterized as ‘at

of mosquitoes.

first sight… if not at the first experience of it… a wholly
insignificant creature’ (1925).
The geographical and temporal focus has been on
the coastal wetlands of southern England since the
disappearance by the late 19th century of the native
strain of malaria (ague, or marsh fever) that afflicted
the residents of coastal wetlands such as the Thames
estuary for centuries.
After the First World War, numerous sources, from
government

officials

to

medical

practitioners

and

journalists, commented on an upsurge in the numbers
of these ‘nuisance’ varieties of mosquito. This ‘menace’
interfered with outdoor work such as hop picking and
various forms of outdoor recreation and pursuits, such as
increasingly popular tennis, bowls, golf, cricket and camping.
Figure 22. “Methods of examining water for mosquito larvae
being demonstrated to School Mosquito Class (Hayling Island).”,
in Principles and Practice of Mosquito Control: Being a Handbook
to the British Mosquito Control Institute by John F. Marshall (1928).

The research has concentrated on efforts to control a
particular variety of non-malarial saltwater mosquito,
Aedes detritus, that inflicted considerable (allegedly
‘intolerable’) discomfort on the residents of seaside

6.7 Arts-based research on wetlands and mosquitoes

resorts and their visitors – as well as substantial financial

6.7.1 Wetlands, Wonder and Place: A photo essay, Tim Acott

‘injury’ on the local tourist economy.

A final collection of around 30 photographs was brought

The belief in the 1920s that mosquitoes, though

together, from an initial collection of over 2,000.

not disease-carriers, were making resorts ‘almost

Entitled Wetlands, Wonder and Place: A photo essay,

uninhabitable’ is an antecedent of today’s concern about

the collection features images from all three in-depth

mosquitoes as a disincentive to public use of wetlands

case study sites and many of the supporting case study

and as a barrier to the more widespread appreciation of

sites. The following are two photographs (pages 74 and

the cultural services they provide (in short, mosquitoes

75) selected from the series, which were taken over three

as an ecosystem disservice).

years across numerous wetlands in England, ranging
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across areas that include the North Kent Marshes in the

Each dimension spoke to a different element of a

South East, to Alkborough Flats on the Humber and the

wetland’s sense of place that I encountered with the

Avalon Marshes in the South West. The photographs and

photography. In addition to creating and documenting

associated text capture my experience of wetlands and

these

hopefully something of the wonder of wetlands in the

photography creates discursive spaces around which

inspiring, haunting and reflective qualities I encountered

wetland values can be considered, perhaps at an

in these liminal places.

exhibition, or the result of a book publication or online

multiple

sense

of

place

dimensions,

the

display. The photo essay is only one subjective, partial

Today in England wetlands are increasingly recognised for

exploration of wetland environments. Hopefully, in

the benefits they bring. This has not always been the case

a small way it can create reflections and discussion

and wetlands in the past have not been as highly valued

around what wetlands are and how important it is to

as, for instance, more spectacular mountain landscapes.

value these wondrous environments. While much of

However, changing perspectives are reflected in this

WetlandLIFE has focused on eliciting people’s values

statement from the RSPB, “After decades of wetland

concerning wetlands, this photo-essay was aimed at

habitat and species decline, the 21st century is seeing

trying to capture and engage directly with what I saw as

the start of a wetland revival”3. Today there is increasing

key elements influencing the character of wetlands as

evidence of the health and wellbeing benefits of people

I experienced them. This is of course a partial glimpse

being out in nature and wetlands can contribute to this

into the complexity, richness and wonder of wet-land-

agenda, while also being valued for both the ecological

scapes, but it does hopefully communicate something of

and societal benefits they bring. This photo essay was

the extraordinary qualities that can be seen in places

an exploration of the landscape character of wetlands

that some feel should be improved. The landscapes

and how different elements influenced their sense of

I travelled through were not ‘natural’ landscapes as

place. Consequently, I was equally as interested in the

they were all managed to different degrees. But for

signs used to demarcate areas and provide information

me, this just highlights how feelings of wonder and awe

as I was the stunning vistas across mudflats glinting at

can emerge from the great tapestry of human / nature

sunset.

interactions that permeate all our lives. The complete

The following dimensions emerged out of a thematic

Photo Essay, including photographs and accompanying

analysis of the photographs:

text, can be viewed online (Acott, 2020).

• Expansive and enclosed places
• Places for creatures
• Places of authority
• Places of memory
• Places of texture and movement
• Places of work and leisure

3. https://www.rspb.org.uk/our-work/our-positions-and-casework/our-positions/water-and-wetlands/what-the-rspb-does-forwater-and-wetlands/england/
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Interdisciplinary moment - Photo Essay image shortlisting and essay

?

Why: To curate the photo-essay collection, make a final image selection of thirty photographs and
write the text for the essay.
Who: Three members of the project team, Tim Acott, Frances Hawkes a mosquito specialist and
Victoria Leslie, a creative writer.
When: Towards the end of the project when the photography had been completed.
How: Purposefully arranged meetings to focus on photo selection and placing the photographs into
categories. Editing, commentating and proof-reading text.
So what? Although all the photography for the photo essay was completed by one person, the final
selection of images and writing the text was a collaborative effort. The importance of this group
effort should not be underestimated, it provided support and encouragement for Acott to work across
disciplines (as opposed to different disciplinary experts working together). The interdisciplinary
process ultimately influenced the whole tone and content of the final essay.
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Fleeting moment: On the Humber
As dusk approached, the river path following the line of the Humber just West of Water’s Edge Country Park was quickly
disappearing into the gloom. One last burst of energy from the sun produced this vista as the light picked out the
saltmarsh clinging to the edge of the mudflats with New Holland Pier lit up in the distance pulling my eye over the flat
wetland expanse. Experiencing wetlands can be about how the eye is caught by distant features, the wetland a backdrop
over which the eye can roam to distant places. Experiencing a place is not just to be in a place, it is how relations and
connections are made, perhaps with light, weather, creatures or just how a distant object can become significant for a
moment in time. This same view a few minutes later has lost all its magic, the pier just a grey smudge on the horizon,
barely seen.
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An otherworldly wet woodland, Hurcott Pool, Worcestershire
It is rare I visit a place and am lost for words. Yet on a relatively overcast day I visited Hurcott Pool with two colleagues
from the Natural Resources Institute. While they attended to their mosquito sampling I went to explore the rest of the site.
The contrast from the grand open vistas of the Steart Marshes or the River Humber could not have been greater. This is the
largest area of SSSI wet woodland in England. The trees protruding like skeletal fingers groping up from a subterranean
cavern. This is an alternate world, smothered in a green weed, blanketing the landscape in its slimy embrace. This is
surely a scene from a science fiction swamp world and not a location just a few minutes from a popular dog walkers' car
park. The ability of wetlands to move from providing expansive vistas across vast acres of flat marshland to this intimate,
strange and compelling place constantly amazed me.
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6.7.2 Performative happenings and Wetlands on Wheels
Little one
I hold my breath
So you can't find me
He’s still breathing
Bite him
Our approach was performative and socially engaging: making visible what we do as artists and researchers engaging
with wetlands and the people we meet as we go about our work. Through a process of art whereby art is a verb (the
doing) we immersed ourselves in the wetland landscapes, raising curiosity through creating a focal point of interest
to spark conversations about wetland life and valuing nature, inclusive of mosquitoes. To expand understanding, and
deepen understandings, of wetland life at each site we have:
• Documented: drawn, written, and photographed:

• Observed: movements and stillness, non-human and human life, patterns created by nature, patterns that connect us:

• Engaged in conversations, on site, with stakeholders and visitors (ecosystem services and cultural ecosystem services
beneficiaries):
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• Imagined: ways of communicating and sharing wetland experiences:

• Recorded: sights, sounds, movements, patterns and conversations:

These Performative Happening started at each site arranged around a bespoke cart, which we trundled into the sites The
cart was the studio, the repository for our equipment and resources, our shelter, our desk, our hub.
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Leveraging the additional funding from Arts Council
England, we bought and repurposed a vintage (1980s)
caravan (Figure 23). The interior was stripped back to open
up the inside space, making it accessible for several people
at one time. The upholstery was re-covered in a raw cotton
canvas. The seating area was enhanced and made more
cosy with scatter cushion, each bearing a design from our
first stage work on site. Lighting and sound equipment
were installed, powered by a solar panel fitted to the roof
of the caravan. A display cabinet was built to house small
and fragile items, for example filters containing mosquito
eggs (from the research laboratory). Shelving was built to
house books, folders, microscopes and lenses. The toilet
area was stripped and transformed into a micro mosquito
research lab with shelves of specimens, a microscope,
research papers, laminated entomological diagrams of
mosquitoes, and the sound of mosquitoes. The kitchen area
was left intact so that brews could be offered to visitors. We
designed a series of mugs printed with wetland amphibious
creatures that feed on mosquito larvae and eggs. The
(mosquito) food web was drawn and displayed on the
kitchen cupboards. Tea towels were designed and printed
with the Nested Ecosystem Service diagram and drawings
from the first stage of the research. Drawings, illustrations,
diagrams, historic newspaper cuttings, and poetry were
displayed on all the interior walls. Headphones played
underwater sounds and excerpts of a short story by fellow
commissioned artist, Victoria H. Leslie. A screen showed
wetland photographs taken by team members. The caravan
floor was fitted with a vinyl print of one of our photographs
depicting the action of sound recording under water. Every
part of the interior conveyed elements of the WetandLIFE
research. The whole exterior of the caravan was embellished
with wetland imagery and text.
The caravan became Wetlands on Wheels as intended and

Figure 23. Exterior and interior views of the Wetland on Wheels
caravan

was taken to Millennium Country Park where we worked in
residence for two weeks. During this time, we were joined
by WetlandLIFE colleagues, Entomologist Dr Frances Hawkes

WoW at Bedford Millennium Park, our socially engaged

and Economists Dr Sharanya Basu-Roy and Prof. Joe Morris,

approach and the workshops were recorded in photographs.

who gave workshops and talks; and as a distinct event during

Selected

our residence, Social Scientist, Dr Adrianna Ford previewed

participant feedback were presented in a summary

the CVM film produced from interviews with people at

document, which was sent as part of our evaluation to the

Bedford urban wetlands. Without other members of the

Arts Council England. Blogs, written by the public relations

research team being present and also participating, the

team from Marston Vale and University of Greenwich, were

Bedford ‘art’ output of WetlandLIFE would have simply been

posted on the respective websites. Further, a film was

a single discipline (art output) strand of the WetlandLIFE

produced by Fakhar Raza, Research & Enterprise Officer at

project. WoW enabled the output to be interdisciplinary.

the University of Greenwich.
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6.7.3 Short stories

the impact on Leslie’s creative practice of being involved in

The first short story to emerge from the narrative research,

the WetlandLIFE project and embody the ongoing influence

written by author Victoria H. Leslie, is called Marginal

of wetlands, and the project experience.

Species and was published in a 2019 anthology from Egaeus

6.7.4 Hide & Seek Project

Press called The Book of Flowering, edited by Mark Beech.

Reflecting the identity of the wetland, with the Memory

Reviewer of speculative fiction, Des Lewis, described

Hide incorporating local Somerset folklore and the

the piece as ‘an incredibly beautiful treatment of trans-

Creativity Hide including book recommendations about the

gender… unforgettable… an act of flowering’. Two further

Somerset Levels, the Hide & Seek project aims to champion

short stories are in development. A series of flash fiction

and democratise place-based narratives. To encourage a

pieces by Victoria also featured in WetlandLIFE’s exhibition:

storytelling exchange, the hides include ‘free’ poems for

Reclaiming Wetland Values: Mud, Marsh and Wonder.

wetland-visitors as a memento of their visit and to inspire

These stories set in 2080 were based on engagements with

them to create or share their own contribution.

WetlandLIFE’s economic findings, particularly the future

Since its launch in May 2019, the Hide & Seek Project has

scenarios of mosquito-related public health risk.

disseminated approximately 500 copies of two poems

Two further short stories are in development; one exploring

by award-winning poets and we have received over

the interiority of the bird hide in relation to gaze theory and

140 postcard contributions back from wetland visitors

notions of voyeurism, while the other, continues the writer’s

which include poetry, drawings, book recommendations,

exploration of folklore associated with wetland spaces and

memories and observations (Figure 24). The next ‘Featured

the dominant mythical images or archetypes resident in the

Writer’ poem to be disseminated in the hides is from one

landscape. In addition, Leslie is currently working on a short

of these contributions. Fundamentally, the Hide & Seek

story collection, for which she received a Society of Authors

project promotes reflection, creativity and knowledge

grant, which will include some of the stories that have been

exchange while the hides themselves are egalitarian spaces

inspired by her time at WetlandLIFE. These stories reflect

where anyone can share and create wetland narratives.

Figure 24. Three examples of postcards deposited in the Creativity Hide and Memory Hide by members of the public visiting the Avalon Marshes.
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The contributions demonstrate how inspiring some

Also, the volume of descriptions of the landscape

visitors find these story corners: ‘The display in the

in poetry and prose demonstrate the inspirational

hide is beautiful and inspiring – a wonderful surprise’,

and creative potentiality of nature and the resultant

‘What a beautiful and well-kept hide, a credit to you!’

appreciation for these wetland spaces:

and the benefit of reflection for wellbeing: ‘What a

‘Hot, humid, happy

beautiful place to come on an overcast autumn day.

Gravelly, bumpy, uneven

Food for the soul’, ‘This has always been a peaceful and

Still so Still’

tranquil place’ and ‘we had a lovely bike ride here along
the tracks’.

Anon, 2019

Contributions from the public included moving stories

‘Dark thickets of Alder rise along wild edges

from theirs and their families’ pasts, as well as

where boundaries slip, as they shift and change

reflections that hint at a sense of connectivity to the

Secret places surrounded by mirrored reflection’

past through place:

Anon, 2019

‘The wind blows through the rushes
As everyone rushes passed

The engagement of the general public with the bird

But take a moment to

hide ‘story corners’ shows that the Hide & Seek Project

Stop and look

promotes and encourages the polyphonic, democratic
sharing of stories linked to these wetland spaces. The

And look back into our Past’

opening up of space for freeform creative expression in

Anon, 2019

the familiarity of a bird hide has revealed the profound
ways people react to and value their experiences in

‘Water lilies fluttering in the wind,

wetlands.

A rippling expanse stretching away
To meet the shore,
Where black earth and tangled roots
Tell of a toppled tree.’
LS, 2019
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7. REFLECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Recognising the multiple values of wetlands lays the

values of wetlands can be revealed through diverse

foundation for their wise use (Kumar, R., et al 2017).

approaches to knowledge. Together with the Wetlands

In WetlandLIFE the values of wetlands have been

on Wheels caravan, both activities show the results of

interrogated through multiple approaches to knowledge

interdisciplinary artist-led collaboration. These two

from the natural sciences, social sciences, economics and

events were co-produced with input from all members

the arts and humanities. The key findings described in

of the project team, fundamentally shaping the resulting

section 6 resulted in ten main outputs that represent a

outputs. They provided opportunities for deliberation

lasting legacy of the project:

with researchers engaging with each other, and also
people not working on the project, to make connections

1. Place Based Narrative - 'The Wonder of Wetlands:

with new audiences. The events created spaces of

Interdisciplinary investigations on the multiple values

discussion and deliberation for stakeholders to share and

of English wetlands' Final Project Report:

create values and learn new knowledge and received very

2. Exhibition: ‘Reclaiming Wetland Values: Marsh, Mud

positive feedback from some of the ~1000 visitors.

and Wonder’

English Wetlands: Spaces of nature, culture, imagination

3. Performative Happenings: ‘Wetlands on Wheels’

was published in 2020 and explores the cultural and natural
significance of English wetlands. Using a combination

4. Palmgrave Pivot book: 'English Wetlands: Spaces of

of empirical research, including from the project’s case

nature, culture, imagination'

study sites, and scholarship, the book considers how

5. Conceptual framework: Nested Ecosystem Services

wetland ecosystems have played an essential part in the

6. Handbook: 'Wetland Mosquito Survey Handbook:
Assessing

suitability

of

British

wetlands

development of contemporary society, while considering

for

a range of cultural and environmental wetland concerns.

mosquitoes'

The Nested Ecosystem Services Conceptual Framework

7. Hide & Seek Project

was a product of team meetings and discussions on ways
in which existing ecosystem services frameworks could

8. Photo Essay: 'Wetlands, Wonder and Place'

be developed to more effectively incorporate the place of

9. Community Films

cultural ecosystem services. It provides new reflections
on the idea of ecosystem services built around multiple

10. Academic research papers, book chapters and other

approaches to knowledge, multiple values and nested

publications

relations between cultural and other ecosystem services

This final project report, the place based narrative, is a

(section 3). It is anticipated that the main use of this

synthesis of all the work undertaken and describes the

approach is as a heuristic device to stimulate discussion

multiple values of wetlands across three case study

and exploration about relations between humans and

locations. The key findings of each work package have

nature and how to assess values and wellbeing.

been described alongside the interdisciplinary process

The Wetland Mosquito Survey Handbook, published

that permeated the whole project. A brief overview of

in 2020, was driven by the need to understand more

the main project outputs is described in the following

about the ecology and habitat suitability of British

paragraphs. Each of these outputs reflects different

mosquito species that breed in wetlands. The handbook

ways of working by the project team as described in the

was designed to include the socio-cultural context of

interdisciplinary moments throughout this report.

mosquitoes as a source of perceived and actual risk. In

The seven-day exhibition, ‘Reclaiming Wetland Values:

researching mosquitoes, WetlandLIFE undertook the

Marsh, Mud and Wonder’, was held at the Royal Geographic

challenging task of researching an organism normally

Society in central London in January 2020, with its final

associated with negative values. Mosquitoes proved to

day a celebration of wetlands that coincided with World

be a sensitive topic during site selection and as the final

Wetlands Day. Its aim was to show how the complex

handbook was being prepared the writing team were
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approached by a number of wetland managers seeking

to allow multidisciplinary strands of practice to come

advice on what the risks from mosquitoes are in relation

together to co-produce new interdisciplinary forms of

to specific wetland habitats and how to engage with

understanding.

public concerns over mosquitoes. The handbook was

In WetlandLIFE we called part of the interdisciplinarity

developed in response to this and is sensitively rooted in

process ‘epistemological equality’ (EE) and summarised it

a societal context, making use of the historical and sense

according to the nine following principles:

of place research conducted in the project alongside the

1. Eliminate discrimination that favours the emergence

entomological field research.

of monolithic edifices favouring one approach at the

The Hide and Seek Project was an exercise in democratising

expense of others

the voices that contribute to wetland identities. By

2. Advance equality of opportunity to allow different

providing a space to gather memories and share stories,

disciplines to come together and co-produce new

wetland visitors were invited to share something of their

knowledge

perception of wetlands, in an intrinsically creative way.
Their contributions represent wetland values in a unique

3. Foster good relations between people to facilitate

and novel way. The photo essay was a personal response

working across disciplinary divides

to the sense of place of wetlands through photography.

4. Build understanding about the importance of different

Although all the photographs were taken by one person

approaches to knowledge

many conversations with team members helped shape

5. Respect different approaches to knowledge and

and develop the aim of the essay. The fieldwork was

understanding

facilitated in places by members of the entomology team,
their knowledge allowing an experience of wetlands not

6. Understand how knowledge can be co-produced by

normally accessible to the public.

different disciplines and approaches

The Community Voice Method (CVM) study produced three

7. Develop ways of demonstrating the integrated outputs

films, from Bedford, Somerset and Alkborough, that were

/ synergies of interdisciplinary work

used in workshops to facilitate discussion amongst the

8. Champion a ‘place at the table’ for colleagues from

participants about the importance of wetlands, their
values and disvalues. The films represent an accessible

different disciplines and practices outside academia

project legacy for continuing the discussion of wetland

9. Present funders and consumers of research with

values into the future. Several shorter films were produced

disciplinary

to highlight specific topics and perspectives found within

and

interdisciplinary

outputs

that

challenge the hegemony and dogma of natural sciences

the film, such as “Mosquito and Me”, a ten-minute short

and economic approaches to knowledge.

exploring participants’ perceptions of mosquitoes across

While this list describes the process or means of

each of the case study wetlands.

interdisciplinarity as experienced on the project it does

At the time of writing this final report there are further

not say much about the outcomes or ends. The following

papers published and in preparation. All the papers

seven elements were important in the development of an

emerging from the project explore in different ways

interdisciplinary approach in the WetlandLIFE project:

how the importance of wetlands can only be fully

• Conceptual: A conceptual approach was developed in

understood through multiple approaches to knowledge

the project as a way of expressing the relations between

and interdisciplinary interactions.

people and nature and the use of multiple approaches

Building a robust and reliable knowledge about wetlands

to knowledge to understand wetland values. This is

requires disciplinary specialisation. Multidisciplinary

most clearly seen in the Nested Ecosystem Services

approaches are necessary to reveal the many workings

framework. It was felt that a new conceptual approach

and wonders of nature, disciplinary specialisation can

was needed to reflect the humans as different but part

result in many important insights into how nature works.

of nature rather than humans outside nature.

However, reductionism needs to be balanced with holism
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nature can lead people to develop moral responsibilities

• Impact: From the outset WetlandLIFE was a project

to environments (Cooper et al., 2016).

designed to have practical impact. An important aim was
to provide information to make practical differences

These seven interdisciplinary reflections were all issues

and interventions to the use and management of

that were debated and discussed in project meetings.

wetlands. This meant multiple disciplines working

They were the locus around which the interdisciplinary

together alongside key stakeholders outside academia.

outputs were allowed to form and take shape. Exploring

multiple

these issues in both formal meetings and information

methodologies that crossed different paradigms and

conversations enabled the project team to work through

ways of working. This meant the project team had to be

issues about how disciplines came together and how

open to different ways of working and understand that

different approaches can contribute to revealing wetland

rigour does not mean the same thing in all disciplines.

values. In their practical guide to interdisciplinary research,

This also resulted in discussion on how evidence,

Strang and McLeish (2015) suggests that interdisciplinary

reliability and validity relate to multiple approaches to

research needs recognition of ‘academic hospitality’:

• Rigour:

The

project

made

use

of

knowledge, and how we might be able to advocate for

‘It should be evident that the project welcomes disciplinary

the acceptance of less conventional forms of evidence

members and their contributions to the research on equal

than those typically accepted.

terms avoiding, for example, explicit or implicit disciplinary

• Knowledge: At multiple points in the project, members

hierarchies. We define this as interdisciplinary ‘hospitality’,

of the team had to reflect on what is meant by

manifested in inclusive activities and in open exchanges

knowledge, how knowledge is created and whose

of knowledge between project members. Intellectual

knowledge was the focus of attention.

cosmopolitanism should be encouraged through mutual
learning and teaching. A similarly generous intellectual

• Dialogue: The focus of some project elements was in

welcome may need to be extended to partners from

creating spaces for deliberations and critical arts-led

outside the academy’ (pg. 7).

dialogues. These spaces ranged from conventional
workshops, video led workshops, a team “creative

The WetlandLIFE experience affirms this idea of

writing workshop”, repurposing bird hides for sharing

interdisciplinary hospitality and takes it further through

narratives to artist led performance and the creation

epistemological equality. In the context of valuing nature,

of Wetland on Wheels.

the goal of this equality is to create ways to facilitate
diverse approaches to knowledge coming together to make

• Empathy: Empathy is about exploring, sharing and

visible the multiple values of nature. Potential obstacles

promoting feelings and meanings of wetlands. The

include how different epistemologies frame approaches

focus is sharing experiences and perspectives such that

to knowledge and their values in decision making. As

emotional responses can be circulated in individual,

Cazeaux states, ‘The intuitive, the non-discursive…

group or societal contexts. Empathy was an important

not-knowing, absurdity, and purposelessness, while

element of the artistic outputs but also the community

not definitive of art, are nevertheless qualities that are

films with their aim to allow the voices of people living

important to it or have a place within it, yet they seem

and working in wetlands to be heard in a broad social

to be wholly antithetical to the creation of knowledge,

context (either in group meetings or available on the

understood as science’ (2017, pg. 40).

internet).

Moving towards a position of EE in interdisciplinarity

• Aesthetic: Aesthetic appreciation of nature can form a

means grappling with the fundamental questions of what

powerful reason for caring or assigning importance to

is knowledge, whose knowledge is being considered and

nature. WetlandLIFE moved beyond describing people’s

how research should operate. Interdisciplinary working for

aesthetic reaction to wetlands to engaging directly in

valuing nature requires a paradigm shift to allow multiple

a process of aesthetic creation, notably through the

approaches to knowledge to come together for decision

photo-essay, creative writing and artworks produced

making purposes. This in turn requires a clear articulation

for Wetlands on Wheels. Aesthetic engagement with

of what decision making means in different situations.
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Edwards et al. (2016) distinguish between ‘instrumental’

According to O’Neil et al (2008), the character of

and ‘deliberative’ approaches to decision making. Drawing

institutions is reflected in decision making which can

on work by O’Neil et al (2008) they critique these approaches

involve making tough choices. Instrumental approaches

and argue that decision making is rarely a discrete event,

such as cost benefit analysis can mask the difficulty of

rather decisions are embedded in organisation routines,

decisions that need to be made. Rather than simplify,

procedures, habits and norms. They suggest this means

perhaps it is better to appreciate the complexity of values

that decision making is not just focused on the production

in decision making, drawing out human relations to other

of evidence, but requires a broader understanding of the

beings and the worlds we inhabit (O’Neil et al, 2008).

social and historical contexts in which decisions are made.

Epistemological equality, drawing together different

It is argued that this focus is missing from many ecosystem

ways of understanding and engaging the world, laid the

services studies and it opens up a conceptual space for

foundation for WetlandLIFE to implement a diverse array

arts-led approaches.

of research approaches and create a holistic narrative for
valuing wetlands based on the multiple values of nature.

Approaches to
knowledge

Natural
Science:
Positivism

Social
Science
(qualitative)

Social
Science
(quantitative)

Humanaties

Art
Based
Research

Research
Based
Art

continuum

Interdisciplinary

Results and
multiple values

CVM /
Interviews /
CSR

Environmental
Histories

Photo Essay

Economics /
questionnaires

Performative
happenings

Creative
narratives

Ecology,
mosquitoes

Evidence of
mosquito
distribution /
habitats

Eliciting and
shared values of
wetlands (and
mosquitoes)

Creative
narratives

Knowledge, meanings and wetlands
Outputs
Holistic Narrative of Valuing Wetlands
Figure 25. WetlandLIFE, interdisciplinarity and values.
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Figure 25 depicts how a range of approaches to knowledge

equality, can underpin the identification and recognition

were drawn together through interdisciplinarity in

of diverse wetland values. However, the challenge

WetlandLIFE. This interdisciplinarity was tracked through

remains how such approaches can most effectively

the project as interdisciplinary moments. The results

change or be incorporated into mainstream policy and

and outputs of the interdisciplinary collaboration were

decision making around landscapes and valuing nature.

new knowledge about the ecology of wetlands set in

In particular, there is a need to understand more fully

a social context of meanings and values resulting in a

how arts-based research can make a contribution

holistic narrative of valuing wetlands as described in

to policy and decision making in wetlands but also in

this report.

natural resource management more widely. Part of the

As we move through the 21st Century, environmental

next steps build on the work of WetlandLIFE and include

issues such as habitat loss, climate change, and

developing an arts-based research (ABR) network for

species invasions and extinctions are continuing.

landscape decision making, which began in mid-2020

New approaches for the Anthropocene are needed

(funded by AHRC project reference: AH/T012471/1). There

that challenge the place of humans in nature and the

is considerable potential to further understand and

relations we have with other organisms and landscapes

apply ABR in the context of valuing wetlands and natural

as we seek to co-habit on a planet with myriad other

resources more generally, in particular, understanding

lifeforms. Sensitively occupying places to live and

the link between ABR, aesthetic and empathetic

flourish means attending to the broad complexity of

dimensions. The environmental crisis is now clearly

values in which human beings are enmeshed. Decision

recognised; empathy is an important aspect on the road

making and policy development needs to find ways to

to action. ABR has the potential to be transformational

navigate these values, acknowledging and avoiding the

for decision making, but this will require changes in the

inherent limitations of trying to reduce multiple values

policy landscape towards understanding how different

to a single measure. WetlandLIFE has shown how multiple

forms of knowledge can be equally valued in ways that

approaches to knowledge, facilitated by epistemological

facilitate better decision making.
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